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Appropriations and Selected Related Items for the Park Units of the 
Pacific Northwest Region of the National Park Service (130 pp.)
Director: Joel Meier
The purpose of the study was to identify and describe certain budgetary 
and non-budgetary items for the park units of the National Park Service's 
Pacific Northwest Region. Budgetary data were collected according to 
their categorization by specific function in the budgetary process and 
were converted to constant dollars for meaningful comparison. Non-budg- 
etary data were collected for the categories of (l) personnel, (2) areas 
administered, and (3) public use.
The study utilized the descriptive research method. Data were collected 
at the Pacific Northwest Region offices, and from government documents and 
the National Park Service's Statistical Unit. Limiting factors were (1) 
that data were collected for only the seventeen park management units of 
the Pacific Northwest Region of the National Park Service, and (2) that 
the study included data for only the five-year period beginning with 
fiscal year 1970 through fiscal year 197̂ »
The following conclusions were drawn from the collected data:
1. The total budgetary allocation for all of the region's park units, 
considered together, increased whether measured in current or con­
stant dollars. Six of the seventeen units recorded a net decrease 
in dollar funding over the period of the study. In addition, a 
shifting of budgetary emphases was apparent when the specific budg­
etary functions were compared during the fiscal year 1970-fiscal 
year 197^ period.
2. Total personnel, as measured in man-years, increased during the 
period of the study. A decline in total permanent personnel was 
compensated for by the shifting emphasis toward non-permanent 
personnel.
3. The total acreage of lands administered declined to a small extent. 
More than one-third of the non-federal lands within the parks came 
under federal ownership through an active purchasing program between 
fiscal year 1970 and fiscal year 1974.
4. Visitation in both the overni^t and total visits categories increased 
between fiscal year 1970 and fiscal 1974.
ii
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION
The National Park System of the United States "began in 1872 when 
some two million acres of land in the Yellowstone country were "withdrawn 
from settlement, occupancy, or sale under the laws of the United States, 
and dedicated and set apart as a public park or pleasuring-ground for the 
benefit and enjoyment of the people."^ The subsequent growing system of 
parks was under the jurisdiction of the Secretary of the Interior and 
the immediate administration of appointed civil and military superinten­
dents until the creation of the National Park Service in l%6i Its 
original mandate was to "promote and regulate the use of Federal areas 
known as national parks, monuments, and reservations hereinafter specified 
by such means and measures as conform to the fundamental purpose of the 
said parks, monuments, and reservations, which purpose is to conserve the 
scenery and the national and historic objects and the wild life therein 
and to provide for the enjoyment of the same in such manner and by such
means as will leave them unimpaired for the enjoyment of future genera- 
2tions." The role of the National Park Service was further clarified 
in a 1918 letter from Secretary of the Interior Franklin Z. Lane to 
National Park Service Director Stephen T. Mather. The administrative
Yellowstone Park Act, U.S. Code, vol. 2, title 16, sec. 21 (1946),
(1946).
2National Park Service Act, U.S. Code, vol. 2, title 16, sec 1
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policy of the National Park Service was to be based on three broad principles:
1, The national parks must be maintained in absolutely unimpaired 
form for the use of future generations as well as those of our own time.
2. The national parks are to be set apart for the use, observa­
tion, health, and pleasure of the people.
3» The national interest must dictate all decisions affecting 
public or private enterprise in the parks.^
The National Park Service began as an agency primarily charged
with the preservation of natural areas althou^ some historical areas,
mostly Indian ruins, were also included. The responsibilities of the
National Park Service were greatly expanded in 1933 as a result of a
Presidential order granting it administrative jurisdiction over all
federally-owned parks, monuments, and memorials, including those previously
administered by the War Department and the Forest Service, as well as
jurisdiction over the hundreds of units making up the National Capital 
kParks. This order was followed in 193° by the Park, Parkways, and 
Recreation Area Study Act which had the effect of moving the National 
Park Service farther into the recreation field.^ The trend towards a 
diversification of types of areas administered has continued and is 
reflected in the present philosophy of "PARKS TO PEOPLE," the commitment 
to urban recreation. In a memorandum issued 18 June 1969, Secretary of 
the Interior Walter J. Hickel established fresh policy guidelines for 
the National Park Service. Some of the major enphases included initiation
^ . 8., Depeartment of the Interior, National Park Service, Admini­
strative Policies for Natural Areas of the National Park System, rev. 1970, 
pp. 68-7Ï. ~
k’Reorganization of Executive Agencies Generally, U.S. Code, vol. 1, 
title 5, secs. 124-132 (1946).
^ark. Parkways, ^ d  Recreation Area Study Act. U.S. Code, vol. 2, 
title 16, sec. l?k-n (19^). *
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of a joint Bureau of Outdoor Recreation-National Park Service study of
opportunities for federal and federally-assisted acquisition of park
and recreation lands in large urban areas, inauguration of programs to
make existing urban parklands more vital and meaningful parts of the
total environment of the areas they serve, and encouraging of local
school districts to utilize park facilities as a part of their ongoing
school curriculum.^
The general trend has been one of increase both in area and in
number of units making up the National Park System along with a broad
diversification of its types of responsibilities. As of 30 June 197̂ ,
the National Park Service had administrative responsibilities for over
thirty million acres of land made up of 298 units of five main types and
nmany sub-classifications.'
In the 19^0*s and early 1950*s wartime demands caused drastic
reductions in non-defense appropriations. The fifty four million visitors
to the parks in 195^ were met with a staff and facilities designed to
handle the seventeen million visitors of 19^0. Under the leadership of
National Park Service Director Conrad L, Wirth, regional offices and
park staffs undertook a systematic approach to identify iuçrovements
needed to bring every park up to standards by the end of a ten-year
period ending in I966, The program, called Mission 66, was ambitious:
Worn out facilities were rehabilitated or replaced and new ones 
added. More than 2,000 new homes were built for en^loyees.«, 
Substantial increases in staff provided for badly needed protection
^National Park Service, Administrative Policies, pp. 84-89,
7Numbers, types, and sub-classifications of areas administered 
by the National Park Service are listed in Appendix A. Units administered 
by the Pacific Northwest Region of the National Park Service are listed 
in Appendix B,
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activities and permitted resumption of many lapsed interpretive 
cind visitor-services programs. More than 130 new visitor centers 
were constructed, museums and information centers serving as 
focal points for visitor information and interpretation. Two 
training centers were estahlished, at Grand Canyon and Harpers 
Ferry, which provided handsome physical plants for one of the most 
extensive training programs in government,
As Mission 66 was in its final stages, another war was having
its effect on the federal budget. Faced with heavy deficits in the late
1960's and early 1970's, President Nixon was faced with a choice of
running further deficits in fiscal years 197^ and 1975, raising taxes,
or cutting expenditures. The choice was made to cut government spending
9with most cuts coming in domestic programs.
One of the major casualties of the budget cuts was the program 
of land acquisition financed by the Land and Water Conservation Fund 
(IWCF), The IWCF was established to assist local, state, and federal 
agencies, including the National Park Service, in the acquisition of 
lands for outdoor recreation puiposes. It is currently funded in the 
amount of $300 million annually. The Administration asked that only 
$97*5 million be allocated in fiscal year 1975 (up from its request of 
$55 million for fiscal year 197^) for all of the agencies receiving 
such funds,
Another factor affecting the land acquisition program of agencies 
having a recreational function has been the tactic of "freezing" funds
pWilliam C, Everfiart, The National Park Service. (New York: 
Praeger Publishers, 1972), p, 37*
^"Priorities," The New Republic, 11 August 1973, PP» 10-11,
^^Marvin Zeldin, "Land and Water Fund Bankrupt; $900 Million a Year 
is Needed," Audubon, March 1974, pp, II3,
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that have already "been appropriated. During 1972 Congress allocated
$112,9 million from the LWGF for recreational acquisitions which, with
a previous balance of $85*5 million of appropriated but unused funds,
brought to a total of $198,4 million the funds available for fiscal
year 1973. Seventy-three million dollars, or approximately 37 percent,
were "frozen” by the Administration and thus were not available for
acquisition of recreational lands,
In addition to spending cutbacks and a backlog of authorized
land acquisitions, other problems facing the National Park Service include
the development of those areas already within the System and a "manpower
ceiling" imposed by the Office of Management and Budget which prohibits
12its growth in total employment.
The history of the National Park System has been one of growth 
both in size (whether measured in acres or in units administered), in 
types of areas administered, and in visitor usage. It is the role of 
the National Park Service to adapt to this growth and to changing 
budgetary and administrative emphases,
STATEMENT OF PROBIEM
The puipose of the study was to identify and describe recent 
fiscal appropriations, as well as related budgetary and non-budgetary 
items, for the National Park Service, Specifically, this study investi­
gated appreprlations and related items for the seventeen park units of
^^"Congress Creates but Doesn't Appropriate," Audubon, March 1973,
pp. 113-116,
12Ibid,; and "Budgeting the Priorities of Our National Parks," 
National Parks and Conservation Magazine. July 1974, p, 26,
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the Pacific Northwest Region of the National Park Service for fiscal 
years 1970 throng 1974.^^
BASIC ASSUMPTIONS
For the puipose of the study it was assumed that the data 
collected from the various sources were accurately reported and recorded. 
It was also assumed that trends in recent appropriations and related 
items for the Pacific Northwest Region reflect, in a general way, 
similar factors affecting other regions as well as the National Park 
System as a whole,
DELIMITATIONS
The scope of the study was limited in the following ways:
1, The seventeen park units of the Pacific Northwest Region of 
the National Park Service were the subject of the study.
2, Data were collected for the period beginning with fiscal 
year 1970 through fiscal year 1974.
3. The budgetary functions which were studied consisted of 
Operation of the National Park System; Planning and Construction;
Road Construction; and Planning, Development and Operation of Recreation 
Facilities,
4. The non-budgetary functions studied consisted of the number 
and categorization of personnel assigned to each unit; the acreage of 
lands administered; and visitor usage data.
13^ecific budgetary functions of the National Park Service are
listed in Appendix C,
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5. The "budgetary studies included, only those monies identified
as "being from general and special funds. Hiis excluded such other
sources as intragovemmental funds, trust funds, donations, advances
14from the District of Columbia, and endowment funds,
LIMITATIONS
The trends revealed in an investigation limited to a single 
region cannot be regarded as being entirely representative of trends in 
the several other regions within the National Park System since other 
factors may affect their administration. However, consideration of the 
units individually, or grouped categorically, may be indicative of 
similarities with units or categories in other regions of the National 
Park System.
DEFINITION OF TERMS
Throughout this study certain terms are used that may be unfamiliar 
to the reader. The following list was compiled to define those terms as 
they were used in the study:
Alaskan units— those units of the National Park System which are 
located in the state of Alaska,
Constant dollars— a calculated value designed to reflect the 
purchasing power of a current dollar amount relative to the purchasing 
power of the same current dollax amount at an arbitrarily set base period. 
In the case of this study, the base period was fiscal year 1970.
14U.S., Executive Office of the President, Office of Management 
and Budget, The Budget of the United States Government— Fiscal Year 1975 
(An-pendix), pp. 553-561. "
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Current dollars— the actual dollar amount with no adjustment to 
reflect purchasing power.
SIGNIFICANCE
The National Park Service administers a System representing a 
major recreational resource of the American people. The full recrea­
tional potential of the System is dependent upon sufficient fiscal 
resources to allow for optimal management and development of existing 
units as well as the acquisition of needed additional areas.
An example of an area exhibiting diminished recreational potential 
due to a lack of needed appropriations is the Indiana Dunes National 
Lakeshore. Althou^ established in 1966, approximately two-thirds of the 
authorized lands had not yet been acquired by 1972, pronq>ting Rep, Abner 
J. Mikva (D.-Ill.) to comment: "The public has only limited use of the
park. Six years after the creation of the park, there are still no 
lifeguards, no restrooms, and no tours of the historic dunes.
Portions of our national parks and recreation areas may actually
be closed to the public because adequate protection cannot be provided.
According to its chief budget officer, the National Park Service has
suffered a $19 million loss in buying power since 1973 despite budget
increases. The present number of employees is 13% below that authorized
by Congress and a further reduction, along with a hiring freeze, has
recently been ordered by the Office of Management and Budget,
'The standard of service at parks around the country will not 
be as hi^ as it has been in the past,* Park Service Director
^^"Congress Creates," pp, 113-116,
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Gary E. Everhardt said in an interview. 'There will he fewer 
night patrols and campground patrols, and a reduction in main­
tenance everywhere.'lo
The significance of this study may be in the compilation of a
descriptive data base, serving as a referral point, for a period of
years that mark the transition from the relatively hi^ spending of the
Mission 66 era to the present. The study may gain further significance
due to its unique nature. No similar research was found relating
budgetary and non-budgetary items for the individual units of a National
Park System region.
RELATED STUDIES
Surveys of consisted research revealed no studies directly
related to the compilation and conçarison of budgetary and non-budgetary
items for individual park units of a region. Certain works were
particularly helpful in determining techniques for the tabulation and
17graphic presentation of the data.
^%eter J. Bernstein, "Public May be Barred From Some Park Areas,"
The Billings (Mont.) Gazette. 9 March 1975, P» 35»
17The following works were of special significance; Marion Clawson 
and Jack L. Knetsch, Economics of Outdoor Recreation (Baltimore; The Johns 
Hopkins Press, 1971)J Marion Clawson, Statistics on Outdoor Recreation 
(Washington, D. C. : Resources for the Future, Inc,, 1958); Department 
of the Interior, National Park Service, Public Use of the National Park 
System; and_______ , State Park Statistics (Washington, D. 0. : Govern­
ment Printing Office, 19 )1
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CHAPTER II
BASIC PROCEDURES FOR THE STUDY
Collection of the Data
A descriptive research approach was used to gather the data 
base. The purpose of descriptive research is to "describe systemati­
cally the facts and characteristics of a given population or area of 
interest, factually and accurately,The characteristic of such 
research is "the accumulation of a data base that is solely descriptive—
it does not necessarily seek or explain relationships, test hypotheses,
2make predictions, or get at meanings and implications."
Preliminary investigation was made by letter at the national and 
regional levels of the National Park Service, and personally at the park 
unit level, to determine whether the data necessary for this descriptive-
3type research problem would be available. It was ascertained that the 
information was available at the regional level and that the full 
cooperation of the National Park Service could be expected.^
^Stephen Isaac and William B. Michael, Handbook in Research and 
Evaluation (San Diego: Robert R. Knapp, 1971), p. 18.
^Ibid.
3Letter of inquiry. Appendix D; and Jack Houston Interview held 
at Headquarters, Coulee Dam National Recreation Area, 30 August 197^»
ZlLetter of reply, Appendix E.
10
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The data necessary for the study were obtained from three diff­
erent sources. Some of the data were published by the National Park 
Service emd were available in the Documents Division of the University 
of Montana Library. The bulk of the data were collected at the Pacific 
Northwest Region offices of the National Park Service in Seattle. The 
National Park Service Statistical Unit in Washington, D. C. provided 
data that could not be obtained in the library or at the regional offices. 
The data for the region’s individual park units were transcribed from 
the various sources onto individual data sheets.^
Specific Data Collected
The budgetary data collected were based upon the several deserete 
functions of the National Park Service as identified in the budgetary 
process.^ Only those functions related to the operation of the individual 
park units of the Pacific Northwest Region were considered in the collec­
tion of budgetary data, namely (1) Operation of the National Park System; 
(2) Planning and Construction; (3) Road Construction; and (4) Planning, 
Development and Operation of Recreation Facilities.
The non-budgetary data collected included (1) total area of lands 
administered; (2) extent of non-federal lands administered; (3) number of 
personnel assigned to each unit, including categorization by permanent 
and non-permanent positions; and (4) visitor usage statistics.
^Exançles of the various data collection sheets are given in 
Appendixes F, G, and H.
^Specific budgetary functions of the Rational Park Service are 
listed in Appendix C. Budgetary figures were recorded in current dollar 
values but were also converted to constant dollars (FY 1970=1.00) in order 
that actual purchasing power could be realistically compared over the period 
of the study. Conversion to constant dollars is explained in Appendix I,
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The data were collected for fiscal years 1970 through 197̂ »
Fiscal year 1970 was the earliest year for which conqplete statistics were 
available in the regional offices. Fiscal year 197^ was the final year of 
the study since non-budgetary figures for fiscal year 1975 were not avail­
able before 1 July 1975— several months after the data were collected.
Organization of the Data 
Av two-page table was constructed to present the data in a conçrehen-
7sive manner. The table contains all of the budgetary functions applicable 
to the park units, plus the data applicable to personnel, areas administered, 
and visitor usage. Graphs were incorporated into the table to illustrate 
(1) the budgetary function Operation of the National Park System in current 
and constant dollars, (2) the total of all budgetary functions in current 
and constant dollars, and (3) the visitor usage categories of ovemi^t stays 
and total visits. The table presents the data for each of the fiscal years 
of the study (FY 1970-74) and the net change over the period of the study.
Tables were constructed for each of the seventeen reporting park units 
in the Pacific Northwest Region, Summary tables were constructed for the
gtotals for all park units and for certain park units considered collectively.
7See Appendix J,
8The summaries for certain park units considered collectively were
(1) all of the Natural units, (2) all of the Historical units, (3) all of 
the Alaskan units, and (4) all of the regional units as a group. The Recrea­
tional areas were not grouped since two of the three areas (Lake Chelan and 
Ross Lake) are administratively grouped with North Cascades National Park 
and no breakdown of the data were available for these individual units.
The listing of regional park units in Appendix B Indicates those units 
contained in the Natural and Historical groups. The units comprising the 
Alaskan group were Glacier Bay National Monument, Katmai National Monument, 
Mount McKinley National Park, and Sitka National Historical Park,
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CHAPTER III 
AJÏALYSIS OF THE DATA 
Budget
The budgets for FY's 1970-74 were presented according to their 
separate functions.^ Those functions represented in the parks of the 
Pacific Northwest Region were (l) Iteration of the National Park System,
(2) Planning and Construction, (3) Road Construction, and (4) Planning, 
Develĉ >ment and Operation of Recreation Facilities.
The function, Operation of the National Park System, was initiated 
with the Fiscal Year 1974 budget. It incoiporated three functions that 
had previously been considered independently, namely Management and 
Protection of the National Park System, Maintenance and Rehabilitation 
of Physical Facilities, and General Administrative Expenses. Only the 
first two functions were applicable to the park units of the region and 
were identifiable throu^out the period of the study.
The function. Planning, Development and Operation of Recreation 
Facilities, was initiated with the Fiscal Year 1974 budget. It was a new 
and separate function. Neither Planning and Construction nor Road Con­
struction were altered as budgetary functions between FY 1970 and FY 1974.
Operation of the National Park System
The total budget for the Operation of the National Park System, 
for all of the seventeen regional units, increased $2.9 million, from
1The data were analyzed in the order of presentation in Tables I6 
36 of Appendix K, That order of presentation was budget, personnel, areas 
administered, and public use,
13
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$6,4 million In FY 1970 to $9.2 million in FY 1974, as measured in current 
2dollars. Converted to constant dollars the budgets increased $0.3 million, 
from $6.4 million to $6,7 million, over the period of the study.
Table 1 identifies those units showing a net Increase or decrease 
in funds between FY 1970 and FY 1974 for the Operation of the National Park 
System. Every unit showed a net increase measured in current dollars.
When converted to constant dollars, six of the units showed a net decrease 
for this budgetary function.
Considered as groups, the Alaskan, Historical, and Natural units 
all showed net increases in both current and constant dollars over the 
period of the study. None of the four Alaskan units showed a decrease 
in current or constant dollar funds. Three of the six Historical units, 
and three of the ten Natural units, showed a net decrease in budgetary 
funding for this function measured in constant dollars.
Management and Protection of the National Park System
The total budget for Management and Protection of the National Park 
System, a sub-function of Operation of the National Park System, for all of 
the seventeen regional units, increased $1.3 million, from $2.8 million in 
FY 1970 to $4.1 million in FY 1974, measured in current dollars. Converted to 
constant dollars the budget increased $0.2 million, from $2.8 million to 
$3.0 million.
Table 2 identifies those units showing a net increse or decrease in 
funds for Management and Protection of the National Park System over the per­
iod of the study. Every unit showed a net increase me?sured in current 
Eleven of the units showed a net decrease when converted to constant dcllai^.
2Here and subsequently, figures may not total evenly due to ro’.
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TABLE 1
Net change in the funds "between FY 1970 and FY 197^ for the budg­
etary function Operation of the National Park System, in current
and constant dollars
Current Dollars Constant Dollars
Coulee Dam NRA + +
Grater Lake NP + -
Craters of the Moon NM + -
Fort Clatsop NMem + -
Fort Vancouver NHS + +
Glacier Bay NM + +
Katmai NM + +
Lava Beds NM + +
Mount McKinley NP + +
Mount Rainier NP + —
Nez Perce NHP + +
North Cascades NP + +
Olynqpic HP + +
Oregon Caves NM + +
San Juan Island NHP + —
Sitka NM + +
Whitman Mission NHS + -
NOTE: Standard abbreviations of the units* designations are used
in this and subsequent tables. Appendix B lists all of the units 
of the Pacific Northwest Region with their designations spelled 
out.
Net increase is indicated by (+), Net decrease is indicated by (-),
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TABLE 2
Net change in funds between FY 1970 and FY 1974 for the budg­
etary sub-function Management and Protection of the National
Park System, in current and constant dollars
Current Dollars Constant Dollars
Coulee Bam NRA +
Crater Lake NP + -
Craters of the Moon NM + -
Fort Clatsop NMem + —
Fort Vancouver NHS + —
Glacier Bay NM + X-
Katmai NM + -f
Lava Beds NM + -
Mount McKinley NP + +
Mount Rainier NP + -
Nez Perce NHP + +
North Cascades NP + +
Olyriçic NP + +
Oregon Caves NM + -
San Juan Island NHP + -
Sitka NM + +
Whitman Mission NHS +
NOTE: Net increase is indicated by (+). Net decrease is indicated
by (-).
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Considered as groups, the Alaskan, Historical, and Natural units 
all showed net increases in both current and constant dollars over the 
period of the study* One of the four Alaskan units, Glacier Bay, showed 
a net decrease in the amount of constsmt dollar funds for this budgetary 
sub-function. Four of the six Historical units, six of the ten Natural 
units, and the only Recreational unit, Coulee Dam, showed a net decrease 
in budgetary funding measured in constant dollars.
Maintenance and Rehabilitation of Physical Facilities
The total budget for Maintenance and Rehabilitation of Physical 
Facilities, a sub-function of Operation of the National Park System, for 
all of the seventeen regional units, increased $1.6 million, from $3,6 
million in FY 1970 to $5.1 million in FY 197^» measured in current 
dollars. Converted to constant dollars the budget increased $0,1 million, 
from $3.6 million to $3.7 million.
Table 3 identifies those units showing a net increase or decrease 
in funds for Maintenance and Rehabilitation of Physical Facilities,
Every unit showed a net increase in current dollars. When converted to 
constant dollars, six of the units showed a net decrease.
Considered as groups, the Alaskan, Historical, and Natural units 
all showed net increases in both current and constant dollars over the 
period of the study. None of the Alaskan units, two of the Historical 
units, and four of the Natural units showed a net decrease in budgetary 
funding measured in constant dollars.
Planning and Construction
The total budget for Planning and Construction, for all of the 
seventeen regional units, increased $1.0 million, from $0.3 million i.
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TABIE 3
Net change in funds between FY 1970 and FY 1974 for the budg­
etary sub-function Maintenance and Rehabilitation of Physical
Facilities, in current and constant dollars
Current Dollars Constant Dollars
Coulee Dam NRA + +
Crater Lake HP + -
Craters of the Moon NM + -
Fort Clatsop NMem + -
Fort Vancouver NHS + +
Glacier Bay NM + +
Katmai NM + +
Lava Beds NM +
Mount McKinley NP + +
Mount Rainier NP + —
Nez Perce NHP + +
North Cascades NP + -
Olympic NP + +
Oregon Caves NM + +
San Juan Island NHP + +
Sitka NM + +
Whitman Mission NHS + -
NOTE: Net increase is indicated by (+), Net decrease is indi­
cated by (-),
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FY 1970 to $1.3 million in FY 1974, measured in current dollars. Converted 
to constant dollars the budgets increased $0.6 million, from $0.3 million 
to $1,0 million, over the period of the study.
Table 4 identifies those units showing a net increase or decrease 
of funds for Planning and Construction. Ten units showed a net increase 
measured in both current and constant dollars while four units showed a 
decrease in both categories. Three units did not receive any Planning 
and Construction monies over the period of the study.
Considered as groups, the Alaskan and Natural units showed increases 
in current and constant dollar funding between FY 1970 and FY 1974. The 
Historical units showed a net decrease in current and constant dollars.
Of the four Alaskan units, one showed a decrease and another did not 
report any Planning and Construction funds. Two of the six Historical 
units reported decreases and two did not report funds for this function.
One of the ten Natural units reported a decrease and another did not 
report any Planning and Construction funding.
Road Construction
The total budget for Road Construction, for all of the seventeen 
regional units, increased $0.5 million, from $0.1 million in FY 1970 to 
$0.6 million in FY 1974, measured in current dollars. Converted to 
constant dollars the budgets increased $0.3 million, from $0.1 million 
to $0.5 million, over the period of the study.
Table 5 identifies those units showing a net change in Road Con­
struction funds. Six units showed net increases and two reported net 
decreases in both current and constant dollars. Eight units did not 
receive any Road Construction funds over the period of the study. Mount
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TABLE 4.
Net change in funds “between FY 1970 and FY 197^ for the budg­
etary function Planning and Construction, in current and
constant dollars
Current Dollars Constant Dollars
Coulee Dam NBA. + +
Crater Lake NP + +
Fort Vancouver NHS - -
Glacier Bay NM + +
Katmai NM - -
Lava Beds NM + +
Mount McKinley NP + +
Mount Rainier NP - -
Nez Perce NHP + +
North Cascades NP + +
Olympic NP + +
Oregon Caves NM + +
San Juan Island NHP - —
Whitman Mission NHS + +•
NOTE: Graters of the Moon NM, Fort Clatsop NMem, and Sitka NM
did not receive Planning and Construction funds over the period 
of the study.
Net increase is indicated by (+), Net decrease is indicated by (-),
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TABLE 5
Net change in funds between FY 1970 and FY 197^ for the budg­
etary function Road Construction, in current and constant
dollars
Current Dollars Constant Dollars
Coulee Dam NRA + +
Crater Lake NP + +
Glacier Bay NM + +
Lava Beds NM - -
Mount Rainier NP + +
North Cascades NP + +
Olympic NP — -
Oregon Caves NM + +
NOTE; Mount McKinley NP received Road Construction funds between 
FY 1970 and FY 197^» but there was no net fhange during the period 
of the study.
The following units did not receive Road Construction funds over 
the period of the study; Craters of the Moon NM, Fort Clatsop NMem, 
Fort Vancouver NHS, Katmai NM, Nez Perce NHP, San Juan Island NHP, 
Sitka NM, and Whitman Mission NHS.
Net increase is indicated by (+). Net decrease is indicated by (-).
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McKinley National Park received Road Construction funds during the period 
of the study, but there was no net change between FY 1970 and FY 1974.
Considered as groups, the Alaskan and Natural units showed 
increases in current and constant dollar funding between FY 1970 and 
FY 1974. Of the four Alaskan units, one showed an increase, two recorded 
no Road Construction funds, and one showed no net changeo Five of the 
Natural units reported increases, two reported decreases, two reported 
receiving no funds, and one showed no net change. None of the six 
Historical units reported receiving Road Construction monies over the 
period of the study.
Planning. Development and Operation of Recreation Facilities
The category of Planning, Development and Operation of Recreation
Facilities was initiated as a budgetary function in the FY 1974 budget.
Consequently, comparison over the period of the study was impossible.
The following is a listing of those units receiving funds for this
function in FY 1974:
Coulee Dam NRA 
Crater Lake NP 
Craters of the Moon NM 
Fort Vancouver NHS 
Mount McKinley NP 
Mount Rainier NP 
North Cascades NP 
Olyn^ic NP
As reported above, only ei^t of the seventeen units reported 
receiving funds for the Planning, Development and Operation of Recreation 
Facilities, Only one of the Alaskan units (Mount McKinley NP) and one 
of the Historical units (Fort Vancouver NHS) reported receiving funds 
for this function, while six of the ten Natural units received such 
funds.
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Total Budget
The total "budget for ail budgetary functions for the seventeen 
regional units Increased $4,9 million, from $6,8 million In FY 1970 to 
$11.7 million In FY 1974, measured In current dollars. Converted to 
constant dollars the Increase was $1.6 million, from $6,8 million to 
$8,5 million.
Table 6 Identifies those units showing a net Increase or decrease 
In total budgetary funds between FY 1970 and FY 1974, Every unit showed 
a net Increase In current dollars. Converted to constant dollars six 
units' budgets showed a net decrease In budgetary funding.
Considered as groups, the Alaskan, Historical, and Natural units 
all reported net Increases In the total budget over the period of the study 
In both current and constant dollars. None of the four Alaskan units, 
three of the six Historical units, and three of the ten Natural units 
reported decreases In their total budget measured In constant dollars.
Budget Percentages
Of the seventeen park units In the Pacific Northwest region, ten
(two Historical units, seven Natural units, and one Recreational unit; two
units are also Included In the Alaskan category) are shown In Table 7 to
have had a net decrease In the percentage of their total budget spent on
3the Operation of the National Park System between FY 1970 and FY 1974.
Four units (IH, 3N, 1A) showed a net percentage Increase and three (3H, lA) 
had no change— thus this function remained at 100^ of these latter units' 
budgetary total.
3In subsequent parenthetical references to unit categorization 
Alaskan units are Indicated by (a ). Historical units by (h ). Natural 
units by (n ), and Recreational units by (r ).
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TABLE 6
Net change in total budgetary funds between FÏ 19?0 and FÏ 1974 
in current and constant dollars
Current Dollars Constant Dollars
Coulee Dam NRA + +
Crater Lake NP + +
Craters of the Moon NM + -
Port Clatsop NMem + -
Fort Vancouver NHS + +
Glacier Bay NM + +
Katmai NM + +
Lava Beds NM + —
Mount McKinley NP + +
Mount Rainier NP + —
Nez Perce NHP + +
North Cascades NP + +
Olympic NP + +
Oregon Caves NM + +
San Juan Island NHP + —
Sitka NM + +
Whitman Mission NHP + -
NOTE: Net increase is indicated by (+)« Net decrease is indi­
cated by (-).
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TABLE 7
Number of Pacific Northwest Region Park units reporting net 
percentage changes for the various budgetary functions between 
FY 1970 and FY 1974











Operation of the National 
Park System 4 10 3
Planning and Construction 9 3 5
Road Construction 6 2 9
Planning, Development and 
Operation of Recreational 
Facilities 9 0 8
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Nine units (IH, 7N, IR; 2A) had a net increase in the percentage 
of their budget spent on Planning and Construction, Three units (IH, 2Nî 
1A) decreased in percentage and five (4H, IN; lA) remained at 0^ of 
their budget spent on this function.
Six units (5N, iRj lA) increased in the percentage of their funds 
spent on Road Construction during the period of the study, A decreased 
percentage was reported by two units (2N) and nine (6h , 3N» 3A) had their 
Road Construction funds remain at 0^ of their total budget,
Plannihg, Development and Operation of Recreation Facilities, as 
a new budgetary function in FY 1974, represented an increase in budgetary 
percentage for the nine units (IH, ?N, IR ; lA) reporting such funds. The 
other eight units (5H, 3N; 3A) reporting no funds for this function had 
no change in budgetary percentage, thus remaining at Q̂ ,
Considered as a group, the seventeen regional units showed a net 
decrease of 14,3^ in the percentage of their budgets spent on the Opera­
tion of the National Park System between FY 1970 and FY 1974, The 
Alaskan, Historical, and Natural units, as separate groups, also had a 
decreased percentage for this function.
The three other budgetary functions each increased as a percentage 
of the total budget over the period of the study for all of the region's 
units considered as a group, as well as for the Alaskan and Natural 
units. The Historical units showed a net decrease in the percentage of 
their budgets spent on Planning and Construction while there was no change 
for Road Construction (remaining at Q̂ ), and an increase was shown for 
Planning, Development and Operation of Recreation Facilities,
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Personnel
The number of separate job titles represented in the regional 
park units totals 126, In order to facilitate consideration of the data 
relating to the number of different jobs, they were placed into one of 
three major categoriesi (1) Administration and Administrative Support,
(2) Visitor and Resource Management, or (3) Skilled Trades and Labor, 
Further sub-categorization within these personnel catagories was also 
done. In addition, permanent and non-permanent positions were reported 
separately.
Administration and Administrative Support
The major personnel category. Administration and Administrative 
Support, included four sub-categories. These sub-categories were (1) 
executive direction, (2) office, (3) professional support, and (4) other. 
Table 8 shows that, between FY 1970 and FY 197̂ , four units had 
a net gain in permanent job positions in this category. Eight other units 
reported a net loss In permanent positions while five had no net change. 
Considered as groups, the Alaskan, Historical, and Natural units all 
recorded a net loss of permanent positions for Administration and Admini­
strative Support,
During the period of the study five units reported net gains in 
non-permanent positions, ten reported net losses, and two reported no net 
change. The Alaskan and Natural groups gained in non-permanent positions 
while the Historical group recorded an overall net loss in this personnel 
category.
4A listing of the various job titles according to their personnel 
category is given in Appendix L,
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TABLE 8
Net change "between FY 1970 and FY 1974 in the personnel
category Administration and Administrative Support, in
man-years
Permanent N on-permanent
Coulee Dam NRA +
Crater Lake NP mm —
Craters of the Moon NM - —
Fort Clatsop NMem - -
Fort Vancouver NHS — +
Glacier Bay NM 0
Katmai NM 0 +
Lava Beds NM mm -
Mount McKinley HP - +
Mount Rainier NP + —
Nez Perce NHP 0 -
North Cascades HP + +
Olympic NP + —
Oregon Caves NM 0 -
San Juan Island NHP 0 0
Sitka NM — -




NOTE: Net increase is indicated "by (+). Net decrease is indi­
cated by (-), No change is indicated by (O),
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The seventeen regional units, as a group, registered a net loss 
in permanent Administration and Administrative Support positions. In 
non-permanent positions, however, the overall figures for the region's 
units showed a net increase.
Visitor and Resource Management
Two sub-categories were included in the major personnel category 
of Visitor and Resource Management. These were (l) professional and
(2) non-professional.
Table 9 shows that, between FY 1970 and FY 1974, six park units 
had a net gain in the number of permanent positions in Visitor and 
Resource Management, Five units reported a net loss in positions and 
six had no net change. As a group, those units making up the Natural 
category gained in permanent positions while the Alaskan and Historical 
groups recorded net losses.
Thirteen units showed a net gain in non-permanent Visitor and 
Resource Management positions over the period of the study while only 
four recorded net losses. As groups, the Alaskan and Natural units 
gained in non-permanent positions and the Historical units lost.
The regional units, considered together, recorded a net gain in 
positions in this category over the period of the study. This is true 
for both permanent and non-permanent positions.
Skilled Trades and Labor
The last personnel category. Skilled Trades and Labor, included 
three sub-categories. These were (1) skilled trades, (2) labor, and
(3) foremen.
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TABLE 9
Net change "between FY 1970 and FY 1974 in the personnel category
Visitor and Resource Management, in man years
Permanent Non-permanent
Coulee Dam NRA 0 +
Grater Lake NP mm —
Craters of the Moon NM 0 +
Fort Clatsop NMem + +
Fort Vancouver NHS + -
Glacier Bay NM - +
Katmai NM + +
Lava Beds NM 0 +
Mount McKinley NP 0 +
Mount Rainier NP - +
Nez Perce NHP + -
North Cascades NP 0 +
Olympic NP + +
Oregon Caves NM + +
San Juan Island NHP 0 +
Sitka NM - -
Whitman Mission NHS — +
ALASKAN UNITS — +
HISTORICAL UNITS — -
NATURAL UNITS + +
NOTE: Net increase is indicated by (+), Net decrease is indi­
cated by (-). No change is indicated by (O).
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Table 10 shows that, between FY 1970 and FY 1974, six park units 
had a net increase in the number of permanent positions. During the 
same period, five units had a net decrease in the number of permanent 
positions and six units did not record any net change. As groups, the 
Historical units increased in the number of permanent Skilled Trades and 
Labor positions, the Alaskan units decreased, and the Natural units did 
not change.
Nine units reported an increase in the number of non-permanent 
positions for this personnel category over the period of the study. Seven 
units reported a net decrease and one had no change. The Alaskan, Histor­
ical, and Natural units all reported a net increase in the number of 
non-permanent Skilled Trades and Labor positions.^
The seventeen regional park units, as a group, recorded a net 
increase in both permanent and non-permanent positions in the Skilled 
Trades and Labor category.
Total Personnel
This section, as well as Table 11, deals with the combined figures 
of permanent and non-permanent positions, in man-years, for each of the 
major personnel categories between FY 1970 and FY 1974. In addition, 
the total of all personnel categories is discussed.
^Two separate tabulations in the non-permanent Labor sub-category 
are worthy of note. The first, in Table 25 of Appendix K (Mount Rainier NP), 
reports 1,0 man-years in FY 1970, whereas the figures for FY's 1971-74 
axe 20,8, 18.4, 16.2, and 19.1 respectively. The second, in Table 28 of 
Appendix K (Olympic NP), shows 9*5 man-years in FY 1974, whereas the 
previous four fiscal years were 18.8, 19.3» 15.6, and l6.4 respectively.
The error suggested by these data may have been in the compilation and 
transmission of the reports from the units to the regional office, or may 
have resulted from the loss from regional files of portions of these 
reports.
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TABLE 10
Net chaiige between FY 1970 and FY 1974 in the personnel category
Skilled Trades and Labor, in man-years
Permanent Non-permanent
Coulee Dam NRA + +
Grater Lake NP — -
Craters of the Moon NM + -
Fort Clatsop NMem 0 -
Fort Vancouver NHS 0 +
Glacier Bay NM 0 +
Katmai NM 0 +
Lava Beds NM 0 -
Mount McKinley NP - -
Mount Rainier NP + +
Nez Perce NHP + +
North Cascades NP - +
Olyn^io NP + —
Oregon Caves NM - 0
San Juan Island NHP - +
Sitka NM 0 +
Whitman Mission NHS + —
ALASKAN UNITS — +
HISTORICAL UNITS + +
NATURAL UNITS 0 +
NOTE: Net increase ins indicated by (+). Net decrease is indi­
cated by (-)• No change is indicated by (O),
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TABLE 11
Net change from FY 1970 to FÏ 1974 for the total of permanent 
and non-permanent positions, in man-years
Admin; Visitor, Skilled All
Admin Resource Trades, Positions
Support Mgmt Labor
Coulee Dam NRA + + + +
Crater Lake NP - — - -
Craters of the Moon NM - + - -
Fort Clatsop NMem - + - +
Fort Vemcouver NHS - + + —
Glacier Bay NM — + + +
Katmai NM + + + +
Lava Beds NM — + — -
Mount McKinley NP - + - -
Mount Rainier NP + + + +
Nez Perce NHP - + + +
North Cascades NP + + + +
Olyiî ic NP + + — -
Oregon Caves NM - + - -
San Juan Island NHP 0 - - -
Sitka NM - - + -
Whitman Mission NHS + - + -
ALASKAN UNITS + + —
HISTORICAL UNITS - - + -
NATURAL UNITS + + +
NOTE: Net increase is indicated by (+),
(-), No change is indicated by (0),
Net decrease is indicated by
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As shown in Table 11, six of the region's park units reported an 
overall net increase in man-years for positions classified in the Admini­
stration and Administrative Support personnel category. Eleven units 
recorded a net decrease and one (San Juan Island NHP) had no change.
All of the groups of units (Alaskan, Historical, and Natural) had a net 
decrease in man-years over the period of the study.
Fourteen of the seventeen regional units registered a net increase 
in total man-years for the personnel category of Visitor and Resource 
Management, The Alaskan and Natural units, as groups, registered net 
increases in man years over the period of the study while the Historical 
group had a net decrease.
In the overall figures for the Skilled Trades and Labor category, 
net increases were made by ten park units and decreases by seven. All of 
the groups of units registered a net increase for this personnel category 
between FÏ 1970 and FY 1974.
A total figure which included all positions, permanent and non­
permanent, was calculated for each unit. The comparison of FY 1970 figures 
with those of FY 1974 showed that eight of the region's units had a net 
increase and nine had a net decrease. The Natural units, as a group, 
showed a net increase over the period of the study while the Alaskan and 
Historical units recorded net decreases in this overall total.
Personnel Percentages
The percentage of the total man-years accounted for by the personnel 
categories Administration and Administrative Support, Visitor and Resources 
Management, and Skilled Trades and Labor was calculated for FY's 1970-74 
for each park unit. Figures for FY 1970 were conçared with those of
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FY 1974- in order to determine the net percentage change over the period 
of the study. Table 12 lists the seventeen park units of the region 
and Indicates net percentage gain or loss for each of the personnel 
categories.
Twelve units had a net percentage loss for Administration and 
Administrative Support over the period of the study, and five units had 
a net percentage Increase, The Alaskan, Historical, and Natural units, 
as groups, each recorded net percentage decreases for this personnel 
category,
A net percentage gain was reported by eleven units, while six 
lost, in Visitor and Resource Management positions. The Alaskan, Histor­
ical, and Natural groups all had a net percentage Increase for this 
category.
Skilled Trades and Labor accounted for a decreased percentage of 
the overall total personnel In el^t park units, Iii the nine other units, 
as well as In the Alaskan, Historical, and Natural groups, this personnel 
category recorded a net percentage Increase between FY 1970 and FY 197̂ .
Areas Administered
The park units of the National Park Service’s Pacific Northwest 
Region administered lands totalling nearly ten million acres during the 
period of the study. Nearly all of the lands were federally owned (99.9̂ ), 
but there were non-federal lands within the existing boundaries of eight 
of the seventeen park units. Table 13 lists the park units and indicates 
any change between FY 1970 and FY 197^ In the extent of federal and non- 
federal lands within their boundaries.
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TABLE 12
Net change from FY 1970 to FY 197^ in the percentages of the 











Coulee Dam NRA + +
Crater Lake NP — — +
Craters of the Moon NM — + —
Fort Clatsop NMem + -
Fort Vancouver NHS — + +
Glacier Bay NM - +
Katmai NM + + _
Lava Beds NM - + —
Mount McKinley HP - + -
Mount Rainier NP - - +
Nez Perce NHP - + +
North Cascades NP + + —
Olympic NP + + -
Oregon Caves NM - + -
San Juan Island NHP - + +
Sitka NM - - +
Whitman Mission NHS + — +
ALASKAN UNITS _ + +
HISTORICAL UNITS — + +
NATURAL UNITS + +
NOTE: Net increase is indicated by (+)• Net decrease is indicatedLy (-).
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As can be seen in Table 13, seven park units reported a net 
increase between FY 1970 and FY 197^ in the acreage of federal lands 
administered. One unit reported a net decrease in federal acreage and 
nine had no net change. Considered as groups, the Alaskan, Historical, 
and Natural units all had an increase in federal acreage.
Nine of the region's seventeen park units had no non-federal 
lands within their boundaries. Six of the remaining ei^t units reported 
a net decrease over the period of the study in non-federal lands. One 
unit had à net increase and one had no change. The Alaskan, Historical, 
and Natural units, as groups, all reported a net decrease in non-federal 
lands.
Three park units reported a net increase in the total lands 
administered, federal and non-federal, between FY 1970 and FY 1974,
Four units had a net decrease in acreage and ten had no change. The 
Alaskan units, as a group, registered an increase in total lands admini­
stered while the Historical and Natural groups had a decrease in total 
acreage.
Public Use
The two public use statistics reported by the region's park 
units were (l) overnight stays and (2) total visits. Table 14 lists the 
units and indicates net change in public use between FY 1970 and FY 1974,
Six park units recorded net decreases in overnight stays between 
FY 1970 and FY 1974. Five units had net increases and the six Histori­
cal units did not report this public use category. As groups, the 
Alaskan and Natural units both reported net increases in overnight stays 
over the period of the study.
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TABLE 13
Net change between FÏ 1970 and FÏ 1974 in the area of federal
and non-federal lands administered by Pacific Northwest Region
Park units
Federal Non-federal Total
Coulee Dam NRA 0 0
Crater Lake NP 0 0
Craters of the Moon NM 0 0
Fort Clatsop NMem 0 0
Fort Vancouver NHS + - -
Glacier Bay NM + - +
Katmai NM 0 0
Lava Beds NM 0 0
Mount McKinley NP 0 0
Mount Rainier HP 0 —
Nez Perce NHP + - -
North Cascades NP + - —
Olympic NP + — +
Oregon Caves NM 0 0
San Juan Island NHP + - 0
Sitka NM + + +
Whitman Mission NHS 0 0
ALASKAN UNITS + — +
HISTORICAL UNITS + - -
NATURAL UNITS + - -
NOTE: Net increase is indicated by (+). Net decrease is indicated
by (-). No change is indicated by (O),
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TABIB 14-
Net change between FÏ 1970 and FÏ 1974- in the public use 
categories Overnight Stays and Total Visits
Overni^t Stays Total Visits
Coulee Dam NRA
Crater Lake NP — —
Craters of the Moon NM - -
Fort Clatsop NMem -
Fort Vancouver NHS +
Glacier Bay NM + +
Katmal NM +
Lava Beds NM - +
Mount McKinley NP + +
Mount Rainier NP + -
Nez Perce NHP +
North Cascades NP + +
Olynçtic NP + +
Oregon Caves NM - 0
San Juan Island NHP +
Sitka NM mm
Whitman Mission NHS +
ALASKAN UNITS + +
HISTORICAL UNITS +
NATURAL UNITS + +
NOTE: Net increase is indicated by (+). Net decrease is indi­
cated by (-), No change is indicated by (O),
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Ten units recorded net increases in total visits between FY 1970 
and FY 197^i while six reported net decreases. One unit had no net 
change for this public use category. The Alaskan, Historical, and 
Natural units, as groups, had net increases in total visits over the 
five-year period.
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CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, DISCUSSION, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The summary deals briefly with three separate areas that were 
dealt with more extensively in preceding chapters. These areas were
(l) the problem, (2) procedures, and (3) findings. Following the sum­
marization are some conclusions, a brief discussion of possible areas 
for future study and recommendations.
Problem
The study was descriptive research which specifically sougjit to 
investigate appropriations and related items— personnel, areas adminstered, 
and public use— for the seventeen park units of the National Park Service's 
Pacific Northwest Region. The study was limited to the period from 
fiscal year 1970 through fiscal year 1974.
Procedures
The bulk of the data was collected from unpublished reports in 
the files of the Pacific Northwest Region's offices in Seattle. Published 
government documents and the National Park Service's Statistical Unit were 
other important sources. A two-page table including graphs were constructed 
for each park unit, as well as for the Alaskan, Historical, Natural, and 
Regional groups of units, as the method of presentation of the data.
41
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Findings
The findings of the study are summarized in Tables I6-36 of 
Appendix K and are discussed In detail In Chapter III, Analysis of the 
Data» The findings dealt with the four separate areas of (l) budget,
(2) personnel, (3) areas administered, and (4) public use.
Budget
Four budgetary functions that applied to the Pacific Northwest 
Region were considered. These were (l) Operation of the National Park 
System, (2) Planning and Construction, (3) Road Construction, and 
(A) Planning, Development and Operation of Recreation Facilities. Two 
sub-functions of Operation of the National Park System were also con­
sidered, namely Management and Protection of the National Park System 
and Maintenance and Rehabilitation of Physical Facilities.
Operation of the National Park System
All seventeen park units In the region reported a net Increase 
between FÏ 1970 and FY 1974 In budgetary funds received for the function 
Operation, of the National Park System and Its two sub-functions, measured 
In current dollars. When converted to constant dollars In order to facil­
itate meaningful conçarlson over the period of the study, six units had 
a net decrease In funds for the function. Eleven units had a net decrease. 
In constant dollars, for the sub-function Management and Protection of 
the National Park System while six had a decrease for the sub-function 
Maintenance and Rehabilitation of Physical Facilities.
The overall budgetary level for all of the units, as well as for 
the Alaskan, Historical, and Natural groups of units. Increased In both
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current and constant dollars for this budgetary function and its two 
sub-functions.
As a percentage of the total budget, Operation of the National 
Park System decreased in ten park units, increased in four and did not 
change in three between FY 1970 and FY 1974. In the regional units as 
a group, and the Alaskan, Historical, and Natural groups, the function 
declined as a percentage of the total budget.
Planning and Construction
Ten of the seventeen park units reported net budgetary increases 
for Planning and Construction between FY 1970 and FY 1974 in both current 
and constant dollars. Four units reported net budgetary decreases in 
current and constant dollars while three units did not receive funds for 
this budgetcury function.
The overall figures for the regional units, as well as for the 
Alaskan and Natural groups, showed a net increase in current and constant 
dollars. The Historical units, as a group, registered a net decrease in 
current and constant dollar funding over the period of the study.
As a percentage of the total budget, Planning and Construction 
increased in nine park units, decreased in three, and did not change in 
five. The regional units as a group, and the Alaskan and Natural groups, 
reported an increased percentage of their budget spent on this function 
over the five-year period of the study, while the Historical units 
reported a decrease.
Road Construction
Nine park units reported receiving Road Construction funds 
between FY 1970 and FY 1074. Six of these had a net increase and two
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a net decrease, in current and constant dollar funds. (One unit received 
funds for this function during the period of the study, but there was no 
net change.) Eight units received no Road Construction funds.
The overall figures for the region's units, as well as for the 
Alaskan and Natural groups, showed a net increase for this function in 
both current and constant dollars. None of the Historical units received 
Road Construction funds between FY 1970 and FY 1974,
Road Construction increased as a percentage of the total budget 
in six park units, decreased in two, and did not change in nine. The 
regional units as a groiq», and the Alaskan and Natural units, recorded 
an increased percentage of their budget spent on this function. No unit 
of the Historical group received Road Construction funds during the period 
of the study.
Planning, Development and Operation of Recreation Facilities
Planning, Development and Operation of Recreation Facilities was 
introduced as a budgetary function in the FY 1974 budget. Eight of the 
seventeen park units in the region reported receiving funds for this 
budgetary function. The regional units as a group, and the Alaskan, 
Historical, and Natural groups, had net increases in budgetary funding 
for this function over the five-year period.
The ei^t units receiving funds for this function in FY 1974 
registered an increase in the percentage of their total budget spent on 
the function, Hie other nine units reported no change, remaining at 
OJÈ of their budget.
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Personnel
The personnel positions were separated into the three categories 
of (1) Administration and Administrative Support, (2) Visitor and 
Resource Management, and (3) Skilled Trades and Labor. Separate consid­
eration was given to permanent and non-permanent positions in the data 
tables.
Six of the region's seventeen park units reported an overall net 
increase in man-years for the category Administration and Administrative 
Support between FY 1970 and FY 1974. Ten units reported net decreases 
for this personnel category and one had no change. The region's units 
as a group, as well as the Alaskan, Historical, and Natural groups, 
recorded a net decrease in man-years for this category over the period 
of the study. As a percentage of the total personnel level, the category 
gained in five units and declined in twelve. In the regional units as a 
group, as well as the Alaskan, Historical and Natural groups, the percen­
tage also declined.
Thirteen park units had a net increase in man-years for the 
Visitor and Resource Management category. Four units declined. The 
regional units as a group, and the Alaskan and Natural groups, reported 
net increases for this category while the Historical group had. a net 
decrease. As a percentage of the total personnel level. Visitor and 
Resource Management gained in eleven units and declined in six. The 
region's units as a group, and the Alaskan, Historical, and Natural 
groups, all increase in the percentage represented by this category.
A net increase over the period of the study was recorded by 
nine park units for man-years in the Skilled Trades and Labor category. 
Ei#it units reported net decreases. The region's units as a group, and
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the Alaskaji, Historical, and Natural groups, reported net increases for 
this category between FY 1970 and FY 1974, As a percentage of the total 
personnel level, this category gained in nine units and declined in 
eight. The regional units as a group, and the Alaskan, Historical, and 
Natural groups, all increased in the percentage of total man-years 
represented by Skilled Trades and Labor,
When all positions were considered together, seven park units 
reported a net increase in man-years between FY 1970 and FY 1974. Ten 
others recorded net declines. The region's units as a group, and the 
Natural group, reported net increases in total personnel in man-years 
over the five-year period. The Alaskan and Historical groups both had 
net decreases in total personnel.
Areas Administered
The areas administered by the Pacific Northwest Region were 
divided into two categories. These were (l) federal and (2) non- 
federal lands.
Seven units reported net increases in federal lands being admini­
stered, while one reported a net decrease, between FY 1970 and FY 1974, 
Nine units had no change. The regional units as a group, and the Alaskan, 
Historical, and Natural groups, all recorded net increases in federal 
acreage administered.
Nine units had no non-federal lands within their boundaries 
during the period of the study. Six units had net decreases in non- 
federal lands, one unit had a net increase, and one unit had no change. 
The regional units as a group, and the Alaskan, Historical, and Natural 
groups, had net decreases in non-federal lands between FY 1970 and FY 197̂ «
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In total acreage being administered by the regional units, ten 
had no change during the five-year period. Three units reported a net 
increase in total lands administered and five units had a net decrease. 
The regional units as a group, euid the Historical and Natural groups, 
registered a net decrease in total lands administered. The Alaskan 
units, as a group, had a net increase in total acreage administered.
Public Use
Two separate categories of public use were reported. These were 
(1) overni^ t  stays and (2) total visits.
Overnight stays were not reported by the six units in the Histor­
ical group. Six of the remaining units had net decreases in this public 
use category while five of the units had net increases. The regional 
units as a group, and the Alaskan and Natural groups, recorded net 
increases in overnight stays between FY 1970 and FY 1974.
Total visits increased between FY 1970 and FY 1974 in ten park 
units, declined in six, and remained the same in one. The regional 
units as a group, and the Alaskan, Historical, and Natural groups, 
recorded net increases in total visits.
Conclusions
As an exercise in descriptive research, the study neither formu­
lated hypotheses or objectives nor sou^t to draw conclusions relative 
to the data collected. In the compilation of the data, however, certain 
conclusions regarding general trends did become identifiable, including 
the following:
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1. A significant percentage (33»3%) of the Pacific Northwest 
Region's park units had total "budgets in FÏ 1974 representing a decrease 
in constant dollar funding relative to FY 1970.
2, There has "been a shift in funding emphasis between FY 1970 
and FY 1974 away from those programs included in the budgetary function 
Operation of the National Park System toward those programs included in 
the functions of Planning and Construction, Road Construction, and 
Planning, Development and Operation of Recreation Facilities,
3« Total personnel, permanent and non-permanent, as measured in 
raen-years, increased between FY 1970 and FY 1974 for the Pacific North­
west Region park units,
4, There has been a shift toward a greater dependence upon 
non-permanent personnel in staffing park positions between FY 1970 and 
FY 1974, A small decrease (1,4^) in total permanent personnel over the 
period of the study was offset by a sharp increase (22,2J?) in total 
non-permanent personnel resulting in the.overall net increase reported 
in (3) above,
5, Between FY 1970 and FY 1974 the percentages of total personnel 
represented by the three major personnel categories remained fairly 
steady. There was a slight de-emphasis on Administration and Admini­
strative Support positions while the categories of Visitor and Resource 
Management and Skilled Trades and Labor increased their percentage of 
total personnel to a slight extent.
60 The total acreage of lands administered remained steady 
between FY 1970 and FY 1974 (decreasing by o,003^).
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7. An active purchasing program resulted in a significant 
reduction (34,4ÿg) in the amount of non-federal lands within the parks 
of the Pacific Northwest Region between FY Î970 and FY 1974.
8, The general trend for all units of the Pacific Northwest 
Region, considered collectively, has been towards an increase in both 
overnight stays (up 42,0^) and total visits (up 11.9^) between FY 1970 
and FY 1974, although total visits were down in FY 1974 conçared to
FY 1973.^
Discussion
This study has not addressed itself to such problems as visitor 
satisfaction or management priorities. These and other problems are 
suggested for further study in the following section of this chapter. 
Beyond these suggestions, certain recommendations related to the findings 
of the study cam be made.
It is recommended that managment objectives be developed for 
each park unit by that paurk's administration with the assistance of the 
regional staff, and that public input be utilized in the development of 
these objectives. The objectives would take into consideration the 
size of the pairk unit to be administered, the numbers of visitors and 
patterns of their usage, and the number of personnel required to meet 
the management objectives. The pximaory criteria in the formulation of 
these objectives should be those principles outlined in the letter sent 
by Secreteiry of the Interior Lane to Park Service Director Mather in
Of the specific groups of park units identified in the study 
(Alaskan, Historical, Natural, and all regional park units), only the 
Alaskan group showed increases in overnight stays and total visits for 
each ye^ of the study.
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1918, namely that the parks are to "he maintained, in absolutely unim­
paired form.,., for the use.... and pleasure of the people," and that
2"the national interest must dictate all decisions affecting... the parks."
It is also recommended that when budgetary realities preclude the 
maintenance of all of a region's park units at the level outlined in 
their management objectives, certain steps be considered, including*
1. Closure of seme units to public usage rather than lowering
the level of maintenance at all of a region's parks. If a region's
budget does not allow it to allocate sufficient funds to all of its park
units to maintain its management objectives, it would be better to
consider closure of certain identified lower priority areas or units to 
public usage and apply the budgetary savings to enable the remaining 
areas or units to maintain their management objectives.
2. Transfer of some park units to the jurisdiction of appropriate 
federal, state, or local government agencies. By Presidential order and 
congressional act, the National Park Service has been given responsibility 
for ever more diverse types of park units— from one Scientific Preserve 
to ten cemeteries to the White House. If long-term budgetary considera­
tions preclude maintenance of the entire National Park System at its level 
of management objectives, a careful inventory of the System might be under­
taken to identify those units that could be properly administered by other 
units of government. The budgetary savings could then be applied toward 
the maintenance of the remaining units of the System.
2National Park Service, Administrative Policies, pp. 68-71.
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3» Placement of a moratorium on any addition of new park units. 
Once it is determined that the National Park Service is made up only of 
those units that would most appropriately be administered by the National 
Park Service, and if sufficient budgetary resources are still not avail­
able to administer the System at a level consistent with the units* 
management objectives, it makes no sense to add park units to the System, 
These additions could only contribute further strain on limited budgetary 
resources, and a moratorium on such additions should be considered.
These recommendations are not needlessly pessimistic. The 
urgency for further research and recommendations was underscored by 
Park Service officials testifying before a Congressional subcommittee in 
early 1975» They said that "severe budget restrictions have left the 
parks critically short of rangers and other park employees," affecting
3the safe operation of the parks. Testifying before the same sub­
committee, National Park Service Director Gary E, Everhardt "said the 
manpower shortage of the park service is so acute that the agency cannot 
meet its own standards for park maintenance,"
Recommendations
The study suggests certain areas for possible future research. 
Further data collection, either similar in nature but more extended in 
time or from different regions of the National Park System, would be of 
value. No prior effort to bring these types of data together have been
Bernstein, "Public May be Barred," p. 35»
kIbid,
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found. Once some type of data base is established, questions related 
to the data mi^t be researched. These includes
1, The effects of budgetary spending levels, overall and for 
the various budgetary functions, on visitor satisfaction,
2, The effect of reduced budgetary funding in current or constant 
dollars, or both, on management priorities.
3, The effect of changing spending empheises, as reflected by a 
budgetary function's percentage of total funding,
4, The effect of emphasis or de-ençhasis of the personnel 
categories as reflected by their percentage of total personnel,
5« The effect of a changing emphasis on non-permanent personnel 
positions on management goals.
6, Determination of optimal levels of staffing for the different 
personnel categories in order to effect both user satisfaction and 
protection of the resource,
7, Identification of problems presented by the presence of 
non-federal lands within a federal park unit,
8, The effect of changing patterns of public use on management 
direction.
The study has attempted to bring together for the first time 
certain data from a particular region representing a rather short period 
of time. Not unexpectedly, questions have been raised by the collected 
data. The success of this study will be enhanced by the degree to which 
these questions may be answered in the future.
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APPENDIX A
Types and Numbers of Areas Administered 
By the National Park Service 
As of 30 June 1974
58














River, Scenic River, Scenic Riverways (5)
Lakeshores (4)
Scenic Trail (1)
Cultural A r e a s .........................     2
2National Capital Parks....................  . . . . . . . . . .  1
Parks, other designations..................   4
Total Units 298^
Includes Battlefields (7), Battlefield Parks (3), Battlefield 
Sites (2), Cemeteries (10), Historic Area (1), Historic Sites (57)» 
Historical Parks (15), Memorials (21), Memorial Park (l). Military 
Parks.(11), Theodore Roosevelt Island, and the Washin^on Monument.
2Consists of over 700 individual units.
Û. So, Department of the Interior, National Park Service, Public 
Use of the National Park System, Fiscal Year Report— 1974, pp. 4-5»
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Natural Areas.........    10
Grater Lake National Park
Graters of the Moon National Monument
Glacier Bay National Monument
Katmai National Monument
Lava Beds National Monument
Mount McKinley National Park
Mount Rainier National Park
North Cascades National Park
Olympic National Park
Oregon Caves National Monument
Historical Areas
Port Clatsop
Fort Vancouver National Historic Site 
Nez Perce National Historical Park 
San Juan Island National Historical Park 
Sitka National Historical Park 
Whitman Mission National Historic Site
Recreational Areas
Coulee Dam National Recreation Area 
Lake Chelan National Recreation Area 
Ross Lake National Recreation Area
Total Units 19̂
4U. S,, Department of the Interior, National Park Service, Public 
Use of the National Park System. Fiscal Year Report— 197^, pp. 43-62,
NOTE: Data for Lake Chelan NBA and Ross Lake NRA are combined
with data for North Cascades National Park and no breakdown on an 
individual unit basis is available. Therefore, although there are 
nineteen separate park units, further reference will be to the seventeen 
park units for which data is available.
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1, Operation of the National Park System,
This includes park management, consisting of visitor management, 
facility maintenance, interpretive programs, law enforcement, and 
resource management; fire suppression; and executive direction,
2, Planning and Construction,
This includes planning, construction, and rehabilitation of buildings, 
utilities, and other facilities; master planning and new area studies 
for park, recreation, and wilderness considerations; cooperative pro­
grams including federal, state, and private assistance, review of 
environmental impact statements, ajid certain programs involving Alaska 
study and Indian assistance; and statutory or contractual aid for 
areas not operated by the National Park Service.
3, Road Construction,
This includes maintenance of existing roads, trails, and parkways and 
development of new capacity.
4, Preservation of Historic Properties.
This includes grants-in-aid; special Bicentennial grants-in-aid; main­
tenance of National Register; support of Advisory Council on Historic 
Preservation, Historic American Buildings Survey, and Historic 
American Engineering Record; and archeological investigation and 
salvage,
5» Planning, Development and Operation of Recreation Facilities,
This includes planning, development and operation of recreation 
facilities as well as the enhancement of the fee collection system,
6, John F, Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts,
This includes the provision of necessary services for the non-performing 
arts functions of the Center, primarily in connection with public 
visitation.
7. Administrative Provisions,
Ihis includes the purchase of motor vehicles and the transportation 
of children in nearby communities to and from National Park System 
units which are used in connection with organized recreational and 
interpretive programs of the National Park Service, (These funds are 
available to the National Park Service for the maintenance of law 
and order in emergency or other unforeseen law enforcement situations 
within the National Park System,)
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8. Miscellaneous Permanent Appropriations.
This includes educational expenses for children of employees at 
Yellowstone National Park; payment for tax losses on land acquired 
for Grand Teton National Park; and the operation, management, 
maintenance, and demolition of federally acquired property at 
Independence National Historical Park,^
1Uo S., Executive Office of the President of the United States, 
Office of Management and Budget, The Budget of the United States Govern­
ment-Fiscal Year 1975 (Appendix). j>y, 553-561.
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Director, Office of Information 
National Park Service 
Interior Building 
Washington, D. C. 20240
Dear Sir,
I am a graduate student at the University of Montana engaged in a 
M, S. program in recreation. My own general interests are in the fed­
eral government's involvement in outdoor recreation, and particularly 
in the National Park Service,
I hope to make some aspect of National Park Service operations the 
subject of my thesis. More specifically. I'd like to compare the budg­
etary requests of a large park (or perhaps a region) with its actual 
fiscal appropriation, and to determine the effect of the difference, if 
any, on such items as program development, land acquisition, facilities, 
and man-power. I plan to conduct this study in the Pacific Northwest 
Region area.
Any assistance that you can provide regarding the following items 
would certainly be appreciated.
(1) Is information pertaining to budget requests and appropria­
tions available on a park-by-park, or regional basis? If so, 
how can this information be obtained?
(2) What position at the park and regional level is responsible 
for preparing budgetary requests?
(3) Gan I reasonably expect cooperation at the regional level 
for a study of this type?
(4) Who can I contact in the Pacific Northwest Region for 
further assistance?
lhank you for any information that you may be able to provide.
Sincerely,
M. K. Farrell 
706 Whitaker Drive 
Missoula, Montana 59801








United States Dcjiartnieni: of the Interior
N/VnONAT. I'AKK Sl'.RVIClE
I'.u'iftc Ntirtliwi'sl 
I'oiirtli mill I'iI.i' lliiililini{
IN UU.I.Y m il « to: S v M \e , \Vii.sliinpiluu SWlOiK14
(PNR)ABP August 21, 1974
Ml*. M, K. Farrell 
706 Uhltaker Drive 
Missoula, Montana 59801
Dear Mr. Farrell:
Your letter to our Wauhinpcton, D.C., Office regarding your proposed 
thesis has been referred to us for reply. The study you contemplate 
appears to be a worthy one and we shall be happy to assist you in 
its accomplishment.
Your specific questions are answered in the order asked.
1. Information on budget requests and appropriations Is available 
on a park-by-park basis. This information, for fiscal year 1975 and 
prior years, is available for review in this office.
2. The park superintendent is responsible for preparing individual 
park budget requests. He may delegate aspects of this responsibility 
to his staff as he utea fit. The Regional Director is responsible 
for consolidating and assigning priorities to individual park budget 
requests, ho is assisted, in a staff capacity, by a budget officer 
for operating funds and a programs specialist for development and other 
long-range programs.
3. You may expect our full cooperation in your study. He would 
stipulate, however, that any requests by you for detailed written 
information would have to be considered in priority with our normal 
workload. If at all possible, we would suggest that you visit our 
office for a few days. K'ot only would you have direct access to source 
material, but also our staff would be available to assist you.
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FÏ 1967 FY 1968 FY 1969 FY 1970 FY 1971 FY 1972 FY 1973 FY 1974
Operation of the 
National Park System ( y ( ) ( “I  ( 5 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( - i
Mana^emnt and 
Protection ( ) C 3 i____ I ( ) L  A ( ) ( ) ( )
llaintenance and 
Rehabilitation of 
Physical Facilities ( ) ( ) ( .) L_ ^  ( ) C_. ) ( ) ( ._ 3
General Adminis­
trative Expenses ( ) ( .3 ( ) ( ) ( 3 _C _ . 3 ( 3 .(.. 1
Total Personnel Compen­
sations, Operation of the 
National Park System ( ) ( ^  L. . .  3 L __ 1 L  ( ) ( ' ' )
Management and 
Protection ( ) ( 3 ( ) ( ) ( ) { ) i ) ( )
Maintenance and 
Rehabilitation of 
Physical Facilities ( ) ( _ _J (L__ 1 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
General Adminis­
trative Expenses C __3 ( ) C.. __1 __3 ( ) { ) ( ) ( _3
o
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Occupation Title l'îunber of Positions/i.unber of Positions Filled
FI 1967 FI 196G FÏ 1969 FÏ 1970 FI 1971 FI 1972 FÏ 1973 FÏ 1974
/ / / / / /._ / ;
/ //• / // / ■ / / /
// /1 / / // // /
/ t / / / ! / /
/ i /1 / /y... / / /
/ // / /.-. /... / / /
/ / / / / / / /
// / / / / / /
/ / / // / / / /
/ / // // / / / /
/ // / // .. / /
// / / // ...... / / /
/ / . / / / / / /
/ / / / _ / / /
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The calculation of constant dollar valuation was done in three
steps. The values derived from these steps are included with the
calendar year inqpHcit price deflators for Federal government goods and
services, reported by the U. S. Department of Commerce, in the table at
the conclusion of this Appendix.
Step 1 : The calculation of the in^licit price deflator for the
fiscal year periods were made by averaging the deflators for 
the corresponding calendar year and the preceding calendar 
year. (Examples To calculate the deflator for fiscal year 
1j370, the deflators for calendar years 1969 and 1970
1%49.^are averaged, giving a value of 142.0.)
Step 2s The calculation of adjusted index numbers, in order 
that FY 1970=100, was made in the following way. The ii^licit 
price deflator for a fiscal year period was divided by the 
deflator for FY 1970, and that value was multiplied by 100. 
(Examples To calculate the adjusted index number for FY 1971» 
the deflator for FY 1971 fl55»CI divided by the deflator
for FY 1970 (Î42.(JJ, Ihat* value [l«09£j was_muli^Ued by
100 to give the 1971 adjusted index number
IS muxtaj>jj
Q 09.35.)
Step 3* The calculation of constant dollar amounts, with 
FY 1970 as the base period where $1«00=$1.00, were made in 
the following way. The amount of money for a given fiscal 
year in current dollars is divided by the adjusted index 
number for that fiscal year. That value is multiplied by 
100 to gine the effective purchasing power of the money in 
constant dollars related to the base period of FY 1970. 
(Exan5>les Calculation of constant dollar purchasing power 
of an amount of $100 in FY 1971 is made by dividing that 
amount by the adjusted index number for FY 1971 (%09.^. 
The derived value (f .914^ is multiplied by 100, and that 
value (I9I.45Q represents the purchasing power of $100 
in FY 1971 relative to the purchasing power of $100 in 
FY 1970.)
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TABLE 15
In^licit Price Deflators and Adjusted Index Numbers for 
Federal Government Purchases of Goods and Services










1970 149.5 142.0 100,0
1971 160,9 155.2 109.3
1972 171.9 166.4 117.2
1973 185.9 178.9 126.0
1974- 206.8 196.4 138.3
U. S., Department of Commerce, Social and Economic Statistics 
Administration, Bureau of Economic Analysis, Business Statistics— 1973, 
p. 205, and________ , Survey of Current Business, February 1975» P- 7*
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TABLE
BUDGETARY AND NON-BUDGETARY DATA FOR
a. Budgetary Data P̂TBIÏTST^Ttng/ flei fthg FY 70-7'*FY 70 FY 71 FY 72 FY 73 FY 71*
Budget (Thous of dis. Const dis 
in paren)
Opn of Natl Pk Syst (see b.)
Mgt and protn of Natl Pk Syst
Maint and rehab of phya fae ,
Total
Planning and construction , , , ,
Road construction ...........
Ping, dvpt and opn of rec fac . . 
Grand total (see c.) ......
Percentage of grand total
Operation of Natl Pk Syst , , . 
Planning and construction , . . 
Road Construction . . . . . . .
Ping, dvpt and opn of rec fac .
thousands
>
tJ 71 75 7.
thousands
b« GraphI Opn of Natl Pk Syst 
(thousands of dollars)
I current dollars 
- - - constant dollars
$ir 72 73
thousands
c. GraphI Grand Total, Budget 
(thousands of dollars)
— —  current dollars 
- - - constant dollars
>
5l 7 i J /i
Total Visits 
thousands
7̂r~7i 7z Try 'Overnight Stays
d. GraphsI Visitation 
(thousands)




U  uniW \ rptn̂ ;i;Fjf 1970
Personnel (man-years)
Permanent
Administrationi admin opt 
Executive direction
Office * # # # # #
Professional oupport
Other.........
Total . . . . i
Visitor and resource mgt 
Professional . , ,
Non-professional .
Total • . . . ■
Skilled tradesI labor 
Skilled trades , •
Labor .........
Foremen • • • • • •
Total • « » ■ *
Total, permanent position:
Non-permanent





To I., 11 . . .












Visitor and resource mgt .
Skilled trades: labor
Ail Fositlona . . ,
Percentages {%)
Administration) admin spt
Visitor and resource mgt .
Skilled trades; labor . .
Areas aSESiîstêiêrracre^ 
Federal  « .
Non-fedeial 
Total «
PY 1971 FY 1972 rt 1971 FY 1974 Net chg FY 70-74
"7îîbïrTiîsir7thôûsirâëT%rr
Overnight stays « « .
Total vlnlts
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Data for the individual park units were collected in four 
separate budgetary and non-budgetary areas. These areas consisted of 
(1) budgetary,^ (2) personnel,^ (3) areas administered,^ and (4) public
4use.
The budgetary data in the tables reflect the fact that not all 
of the specific budgetary functions listed in Appendix 0 apply to the
1U, Sa, Department of the Interior, National Park Service, Pacific 
Northwest Region, "Expenditures This Fiscal Year— Building aund Utility 
Construction," (FY 1970, pp. 1-17; FY 1971, Pl̂  1-19; FY 1972, pp 1-15;
FY 1973, pp. 1-15; and FY 1974, pp. 1-14) ; _____ __, "Expenditures This
Fiscal Year— Roads and Trails," (FY 1970, pp. 1-6, and Addendum, pp. 1-2j 
FI 1971, pp. 1-7; FY 1972, pp. 1-10; FY 1973, pp. 1-10; and FY 1974,
pp. 1-13) ; _______ , "National Park Service AQP Fund Status Report/Office
Summary," (FY 1974, pp. 1-41) ; , "Program Authorization, Buildings
and Utilities and Other Facilities," (FY's 1970 fPNR 70-6^, 1971 (fîffi 71- 
149], 1972 G*NR 72-14^, and 1973); , "Program Authorization,
Forestry and Fire Control," (FY's 1970 g»NR 70-6^, 1971 l£NR 71-14^,
1972 (PNR 72-141], and 1973); , "Program Authorization, Manage­
ment of Park and Other Areas," (FY's 1970 (PNR 70-6Q, 1971 jPNR 71-144],
1972(PNR 72-14<iJ, and 1973); , "Progreutt Authorization, Roads and
Trails," (FY's 1970 g>NR ?O-50t 1971 (JnR 71-148J, 1972 (PNR 72-14]], 
and 1973). [NOTE: FY 1973 accounts never closed out because of a
change to a different accounting method. Ascertained to be close 
approximation, within -1%, by Mr, William Funk, Acting Associate Regional 
Director for Administration^
2U. S., Department of the Interior, National Park Service, Westerm 
Regional Office, "Financial Plan— Operating Program Detail of Personnel 
Compensation and Benefits," (FY's 1970-74).
^Neil W. Newton, Statistical Unit, National Park Service, Washington, 
D. G., letter, April I7, 1975; U. S., Department of the Interior, National 
Park Service, Areas Administered by the NPS and Related Properties as of 
January 1. 1970; and , Areas. January 1. 1972.
Û, S., Department of the Interior, National Park Service, Public
Use of the National Parks— July 1971, pp. 11-17; _______ , Public Use—
July 1972, pp. 12-19; . Public Use, Fiscal Year Report— 1973,
pp. 27-40; and_______ , Public Use, FY 1974, pp. 47-61.
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individual units of the Pacific Northwest Region. Operation of the
tz ^ n
National Park Service, Planning and Construction, Road Construction,^
Oand Planning, Development and Operation of Recreation Facilities are the 
functions represented in the tables. Figures in the tables have been 
rounded and are given in dollars.
The personnel data in the tables are a grouping of all of the 
individual positions, permanent and non-permanent, of the individual
9park units. These positions are grouped according to the three main 
functions of (1) administration and administrative support, (2) visitor 
and resource management, and (3) skilled trades and labor.Permanent 
positions reported as being temporarily vacant were recorded in the 
tables. Figures in the tables represent man-years.
^Operation of the National Park System was initiated as a specific 
budgetary function in FY 1974, It incorporated three functions (Manage­
ment and Protection, Maintenance and Rehabilitation of Physical Facilities, 
and General Administrative Expenses) that had been considered separately 
during the period of the study from FY 1970-73* According to a scheme 
devised with the help of Mr, William Funk, Operation of the NPS funds 
were separated into the Mauaagement and the Maintenance functions. No 
individual unit received General Administrative Expenses funds during 
the period of the study,
^Planning and Construction was initiated as a specific budgetary 
function in FY 1974, During the previous years of the study it was 
simply termed Construction,
*7Road Construction was initiated as a specific budgetary function 
in FY 1974, During the previous years of the study it was termed Parkway 
and Road Construction,
planning. Development and Operation of Recreation Facilities is 
a new and separate function initiated in FY 1974,
9See Appendix B,
^^See Appendix L,
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The data related to areas administered reflect both federal and 
non-federal lands administered. Figures in the tables have been rounded 
to the nearest whole number and are given in acres.
Visitor use data are given for visits and for overnight stays—  
two quantities that have been kept by the National Park Service over a 
long period, thou^ it is now beginning to stress the visitor-hour unit. 
Figures in the tables are given in thousands.
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TABLE 16
BnCnUTARÏ AND NON-BUDGETARY DATA M)R _Cnulil.t P A «  NBA
a, Budgekary Uit,i
Trust




Budget (Thous of dis. Const dis 
In paren)
Opn of Natl Pk Syst (nee b.)
Mgt and protn of Natl Pk Syst








Planning and construction , . . , 
Road construction ...........
Ping, dvpt and opn of rec fac , . 
Grand total (see c.) ......
Percentage of grand total
Operation of Natl Pk Syst . . 
Planning and construction . .
Road Construction ........



























(84.7)(+ 84.7)els + ~ o  
(4 .5 )(+  4,5)
 ̂536.6 








74.9 -  25.1




b. GraphI Opn of Natl Pk Syst^  _____
(thousands of dollars)
— —  currant dollars 



























d. Graphs I Visitation 
(thousands)
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TABLE 16 — Continued




Adnlnlstrationi admin r.pt 
Executive direction
Office . . . 
Professl onal 
Other . . . . 
Total . .
'.upport








Total . . .
Total, permanent position:
Non-permanent
Administration) admin spt 
Executive direction
Office . . . . . .
ProfessInnaJ support
Other . . . . .
Tut, I . . .
V is ito r  and ru,.uur»u mgt 
P ro fe s s io n a l ,  ,
Hon-p rof e nslonal
Total ....





Total, non-perm positions 
Grand totals
Administration; adnln apt
Visitor and resource mgt , 




Visitor and resource mgt
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TABLE 1 7
BIIECBTABY AND NON-BUDGETARY DATA TOR C t a t T  L a k *  NP
a, budgetary Da La
PY 70 PY 71 Ii’Y 72 PY 73 PY 74
Not ohg 
FY 70-74
Budget (Thous of dis. Const dis 
in paren)
Opn of Natl Pk Syst (see b.)
Mgt and protn of Natl Pk Syst
Maint and rehab of phys fac
Total
Planning and construction . . . .
Road construction
Ping, dvpt and opn of rec fac 
Grand total (see o.) . . .
Percentage of grand total
Operation of Natl Pk Syst , . , 
Planning and construction , , .
Road Construction .........




















( -  51.5)
+ 78.3













































■ current dollars 














?0 71 ^ i ) A
thousands
0. Graph: Grand Total, Budget 
(thousands of dollars)
—  current dollars









W  r 7<! 'jJOvernight Stays
d. Graphs: Visitation 
(thousands)
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TABUS 1 y  “ Continued
e. Won-budgetary Data
Iff uniini
FY 1970 FY 1971 FY 1972 n 1973 FY 1974 FY 70-74
Personnel (nan-yearn)
Permanent





Total , , .
Visitor and resource mgt 
Profeosional , ,
Bon-piofesoi onal
Total , . , .
Skilled trades; labor 
Skilled trades
Labor ......
Foienen . . . .
Total • ■ •
Total, permanent position:
Non-permanent




Other . , . . .
T'ltif . . .












Visitor and resource mgt 1
Skilled trades; labor « ,
All Poslttons . . . .
Percentages {%)
Administration; admin spt
Visitor and resource mgt ,
Skilled trades; labor « .
Federal
































































































































































Public use (thous; see d.) 
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TABLE 18
BIJBCRTARY AND NON-BUDGETAHY DATA M)U C r a t e r *  0£ t h *  MOOII NM
a. Hudgotiir.y Data
If unïtlT 
^ptng/ PY 70 FY 71 FY 72 FY 73 FY 74
Met Chg
FY 70-74
Budget (Thous of dis. Const dis 
In paren)
Opn of Natl Pk Syst (see b«)





+  15.9 
(- 15.0)










+  12.0 
(- 2.2)
Total ................ 1 133.3 113.6 148.3 144.6 161.2 + 27.9
(133.3)@04.5 (126.1) (114.3 116.1) (- 17.2)
Planning and conntructlon ....
Hoad construction ...........
Ping, dvpt and opn of rec fac . . 1 # # # • « • # # # « « i 4.4(3.2)
+  4.4 
(+ 3.2)










+  32,2 
(- 14.1)
Percentage of grand total
Operation of Natl Pk Syst . . 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 97.3 - 2.7
Planning and construction , .









b. Graph< (̂ n of Natl Pk Syst
(thousands of dollars)
  currant dollars











Graphs Grand Total, Budget 
(thousands of dollars)








d. Graphs: Visitation 
(thousands)




unirptnLs|^  FY 1970 PT 1971 FY 1972 rt 1973 PY 197«t Net Chg FY 70-74
Personnel tasn-vaars)Permanent
Administration 1 adnln opt Executive direction . , 1 3 2 2 2 2 - 1
# # # # » * # , * # * » # e • • • • • •
Professional support
Other ............
Total ......... 3 2 2 2 2 - 1
Visitor and resource mgt Professional , . . , . 2 2 2 2 2 0
Non-profeanlonal , , ,
Total # # # « # , , 2 2 2 2 2 0
Skilied tradesi labor
labor............ 1 + 1
Poienen........... 1 1 1 1 1 0
Total # # * # # # # 1 1 1 1 2 +  1
Total, permanent poHltloni f 6 5 5 5 6 0
Non-permanentAdministration; adnln spt Executive direction , , • # # # # # # • • • $ # #
Office 0.6 0.9 0.9 - 0.6
Professional support , # # # # # # • • •
0.6 0.9 0.9 t • • - 0.6
Vlr.ltot and nj;-.<uin!u mgt 
Profesr-.lnnai , , . , , 3.2 2.9 2.9 2.9 3,4 + 0.2
Total 3.2 2.9 2.9 2.9 3.4 +  0.2
Skilled trades ; labor Skilled trades » , «











Total 2,0 2.6 2.6 2,2 0.5 - 1.5
Total, non-pern posltlono f 5.8 6.4 6.4 5.1 3.9 - 1.9
Grand totals
Administration ; adnln spt 1 3.6 2.9 2.9 2.0 2.0 - 1.6
Visitor and resource mgt , 1 5.2 4.9 4.9 4.9 5.4 +  0.2
Skilled trades; labor . . 













Percentages {%)Administration; adnln apt 30.5 25.4 25.4 19.8 20.2 -10.3
Visitor and resource mgt . 44.1 43.0 43.0 48.5 54.5 +10,4
Skilled trades; labor . . 25.4 31.6 31.6 31.7 25.3 - 0.1




1 53.5 53.5 53.5 53.5 53,5 0
Public use (thous; see d.) Overnight stays













-  6,4 
-19.2
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TABIB 19
BUaiBl'ARY AND NON-BUDGBTARY DATA 1<Ï>K F W t  ClatSOp NHeH
a . Budgetary Data
\^tr
isj
Ÿ  PY 70 PY 71 FY 72 PY 73 PY ?b
riat chg 
PY 70-74
Budget (Thous of dis. Const dis 
In paren)
Opn of Natl Pk Syst (see b.)
Mgt and protn of Natl Pk Syst 1










( -  6.5)









+ 6,3  
( -  4.6)
1
(85:%
63,6 92,1 104.2 103,9, + 18.0
(58,5) (78,33 (82.1 (74.8) ( -  11.1)
Road construction . . . . . . . . %
Ping, dvpt and opn of rec fac . .










( -  11.1)
Percentage of grand total
Operation of Natl Pk Syst , . 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 0
Planning and construction . , i
Ping, dvpt and opn of rec fac <
thousands
ilâl--










 — —  current dollars
- - - constant dollars
—  current dollars 
- constant dollars
Overnight Stays
d. Graphs: Visitation 
(thousands)











Other . . . . . .
Total ....








Total . . .
Total, permanent position; 
Non-permanent




Other . . . . .
ÏO I..II . . .
V is ito r  and nr:.r,ur'!u mgk 
P ro resr.lon a l .
Non-professi onai
T o ta l . . . .








Visitor and resource mgt .
Skilled trades; labor
Alt Poalctone . .
Percentages (%)
Administration; admin apt
Visitor and resource mgt ,







Overnight stays .... 


















































































































-  1.9 
+ 2.2




118.4 110.6 118.5 111.4 95.3 -23.1
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;i. HwdK«t,rtr y ftil.a
TAB1Æ 20
BUDr.ETARY AND NON-BUDGET ANY DATA
y wt'ar..p TOTtST\ntn^ FY 70 FY 71 T'Y 72 FY 73 FY 74 ket Chg FY 70-74
Budget (Thous of dis. Const dis 
in paren)
Opn of Natl Pk Syst (see b«)
Mgt and protn of Natl Pk Syst
Maj nt and rehab of phys fac .
■Total
Planning and construction . . 
Road construction . . . . . .
Ping, dvpt and opn of rec fac 
Grand total (see c.) . . .
Percentage of grand total
OperatJ on of Natl Pk Syst . . . 
Planning and construction . . . 
Rond Construction . . . . . . .




























































b. Graph: t̂ n of Natl Pk Syst 
(thousands of dollars)
 —.. current dollars
- - - constant dollars
c. Graph: Grand Total, Budget 
(thousands of dollars)
—  current dollars 








d. Graphs: Visitation 
(thousands)






Y  FY 1970 FY 1971 FY 1972 n  1973 FY 1974 Bet chg FY 70-74
Personnel (man-vearst 
Permanent
Administration 1 admin npt 




Total ......... 2 2 2 1 1 -  1
Visitor and re:;ource mgt 
Professional...... 2 2 2 3 3 + 1
Non-piofesslonal , , ,
Total ......... 2 2 2 3 3 + 1
Skilled trades ; labor
Skilled trades ■ . > .
Uabori*»#,,**. 1 1 1 1 1 0
1otal • • • • ■ • ■ 1 1 1 1 1 0
Total, permanent position: f 5 5 5 5 5 0
Non-permanent
Administration: admin spt 
Executive direction . , 1
Office ... ...... 0.9 Ô.9 1.0 1.0 1.0 + 0.1
Profennlonal support .
T..Ü.I . ........ 0.9 0.9 1.0 1.0 1.0 + 0.1
Vlnltof .'inrl ri.v.uuiru ngf. 
Profe;::;lonal...... 0.4 0.4 0.7 0.5 • • • - 0.4
Non-professional . . . 0.5 0.8 0.8 0.4 0.3 -  0.2
Total . . . . . . . 0.9 1.2 1.5 0.9 0.3 — 0.6
Skilled trades; labor
Skilled trades . . . . 
Labor . ...........
« • «
1.5 1.4 1.5 2.0 1.9 + 0.4
Foremen....... . .
Total . . . . . . . 1,5 1.4 1.5 2.0 1.9 + 0.4
Total, non-perm positions f 3.3 3.5 4.0 3.9 3.2 -  0.1
Grand totals
Administration; admin spt 2.9 2.9 3.0 2.0 2.0 -  0.9
Visitor and resource ngt . 2.9 3.2 3.5 3,9 3,3 + 0.4















Administration; admin spt 34.9 34.1 33.3 22.5 24.4 —10.5
Visitor and resource mgt . 
Skilled trades: labor . .






















f i l l  
-123 
- 11
Public use (thous: see d.l
Overnight stays .........
Total visits . . . . . . . . i # # »127.6 # # #194.4 • • •213.6 210.8 15(3.9 +23.3
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TABLE 21
BUDGBTAfiY AND NON-BUDGETARÏ DATA POH G l a c l T  BaV M M
a. Hudgntary D'lla
I f  UMIST 
rptng/' FÏ 70 FY 71 FY 73 FY 74
Jtet Chg
FY 70-74
Budget (Thous of dis. Const dis 
in paren)
Opn of Natl pk Syst (see b.)
Mgt and protn of Natl Pk Syst




Ping, dvpt and opn of rec fac 
Grand total (see c.) . . .
Percentage of grand total
Operation of Natl Pk Syst . . 
Planning and construction . . 
Road Construction . . . . . .
Ping, dvpt and opn of rec fac



































( -  12.5)
(Î i l l  























b. Graph) Opn of Natl Pk Syst 
(thousands of dollars)
i current dollars 




0. Graph) Grand Total, Budget 
(thousands of dollars)
 —.. current dollars




d. Graphs) Visitation 
(thousands)
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FY 19V0 FY l'//l FY 1972 FY i9n FY 197̂ ket chg FY 70-74
Personnel (aan-vearst 
Permanent
Administration; admin npt 
Executive direction , , 2 1 1 1 1 - 1
Office I 1 1 1 1 0
Professional support
Other ............
Total ......... 3 2 2 2 2 -  1
Visitor and resource mgt 
Professional ...... 4 4 4 3 3 -  1
Non-professional , , .
Total # , # # , # , 4 4 4 3 3 -  1
Skilled trades; labor 
Skilled trades • . « ■ 2 2 2 2 3 + 1
labor......... . . 2 2 1 1 2 0
1 1 1 1 • • • -  1
Total * * # # # * # 5 5 4 4 5 0
Total, permanent position! r 12 11 10 9 10 -  2
Non-permanent
Administration; admin spt 
Executive direction , ,
Office
• # # e
0.5
# # # 
» « # 0.3 0.3 0.5 0
Professional support , # # « # # #
Other...... . . . .
T'.t" 1 ....... 0.5 • • • 0.3 0.3 0.5 0
Visitor and rijr.imrso ngt 
Profés.s.lonal , , , , , 1.5 2.0 2.5 2.5 2.9 + 1.4
Non-professional . , . 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 - 0.3
Total 1.8 2.3 2.8 2.8 2.9 +  1.1
Skilled trades; labor 0.9 + 0.9
Labor ......... 0.8 Ô.7 1.7 2.8 1.7 + 0.9
Total 0.8 0.7 1.7 2.8 2.6 + 1.8
Total, non-perm positions f 3.1 3.0 4.8 5.9 6.0 + 2.9
Grand totals
Administration; admin spt • 3.5 2.0 2.3 2.3 2.5 - 1.0
Visitor and resource mgt « 5.8 6.3 6.8 5.8 5.9 + 0.1
Skilled trades; labor . . 















Visitor and resource mgt ,

















-  1,5 
+  9.1
Areas administered (acresif 














+  1.5 
- 0.1
Total .............. 1 S803.8 2p03.8 4803.8 4S05.3 4805.3 +  1.4
Public use i’thousi sea d. 1












+  2,0 
+ 7.8
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TABIÆ 22
BUIKBrAfly AND NON-BUDGETARY DATA PYjH Katmai NM
a. Hud/'.el.firy lüiUi p ÏÏBTtgT
PY 70 FY 71 PY 71 FY 73 FY 74
K«t chg 
FY 70-74
Budget (Thous of dis. Const dis 
In paren)
Opn of Natl Pk Syst (see b.)
Mgt and protn of Natl Pk Syst
Maint and rehab of phys fac .
Total < .
Planning and construction , . . .
Boad construction ...........
Ping, dvpt and opn of rec fac . .
Grand total (see c.) ......
Percentage of grand total
Opération of Natl Pk Syst . . 
Planning and construction . .
Road Construction . ......



















































— 0.1 (- 0.1)
212.3 
2.9












J 7 5 T
b. Graph I Opn of Natl Pk Syst 
(thousands of dollars)
 .. current dollars













?0 71 ' 73 7̂
e. GraphI Grand Total, Budget 
(thousands of dollars)
current dollars 










d. Graphs I Visitation 
(thousands)
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TABLE 22 — Continued
pnjnTTBr V rptn̂ PY 1970 FY 1971 PY 1972 PY 1973 PY 197<t W  chg FY 70-74
Personnel (man-years)
Permanent






Visitor and resource mgt 
Professional , ,
Non-professlonai
Total I * « .
Skilled trades; labor 
Skilled trades










To L U . .  .












Visitor and resource mgt «
Skilled trades; labor
All Peeltlemm . .
Percentages (56)
Administration; admin apt
Visitor and resource mgt .
Skilled trades; labor . .
1
Areas adiSSsteraîTaSaâTIBSu? 
Federal . . . . . . . . . . .
Non-federal............
Total......... .
Pubïi^Is^lthôûsT̂ ee ' d. V 
Overnight stays ....



































































































































-  2.6 
+ 3.5
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TABIB 2 3
BUKBl’ABY AND MON-BUDCBTAHÏ DATA KjH LaVa BcdS NM
a. hiidgef,fir,y Data
n  TOTar
FÏ 70 PY 71 PY 72 PY 73 FY 74
Mat chg 
FY 70-74
Budget (Thous of dis. Const dis 
In paren)
Opn of Natl Pk Syst (see b.)
Mgt and protn of Natl Pk Syst
Maint and rehab of phys fac
Planning and construction . . . 
Road construction .........
Ping, dvpt and opn of rec fac 
Grand total (see c.) . . .
Percentage of grand total
Operation of Natl Pk Syst . . 
Planning and construction . , 
Road Construction . . . . . .








































( -  19.2)
+ 76.1 
(+ 25.5)
+ 96.3 (+ 6.2)
+ 5.7 
(+ 4.1)
-  67.3 
























b. Graph I Opn of Natl Pk Syst 
(thousands of dollars)
■..  current dollars
- - - constant dollars
0, Grapht Grand Total, Budget 
(thousands of dollars)
■ ourrsnt dollars 







d. Graphs 1 Visitation 
(thousands)
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table 23 — Continued
If unitni 





Admintatrationi admin opt 
Executive direction .
Office # # » , # # #
Professional support
Other ......
Total . , .
Visitor and resource mgt 
Professional , ,
Non-professional
Total # # # #
Skilled trades ; labor 
Skilled trades
Labor • ■ • ■ «
Poiemen »...
T o ta l • .  .
Total, permanent position:
Non-permanent
Administration; admin spt 
Executive direction .
Office
P ro fes s io n a l support 
Other ...................
T o ta l . .  .
V is ito r  anrj ros.ourI'u mgt 
Prof es:-Iona 1 ,  ,
Non-professional
T o ta l . . . .
Skilled trades; labor 
Skilled trades
Labor • . • • ,
Foremen . ■ . .




Visitor and resource mgt «
Skilled trades 1 labor
All Poelclona . .
Percentages {%)
Administration; admin apt
Visitor and resource ngt ,
Skilled trades; labor . ,




























































































































-  1.4 
+ 0.3














-  4,6 
+ 6,5
-  1.9
46.2 46.2 46.2 46.2 ■5TT











-  0,2 
+  4,5
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TtàUS 24
DDlr.fcTAHY AND BON-BUDGETAHY DATA HjU MOUIlt HP
a. Hudgetiiry D'ita TOTSr
rptnĝ  FY 70 FY 71 l-'Y 7i FY '73 FY 74
ket chg 
FY 70-74
Budget (ThouG of dis. Const dis 
in paren)
Opn of Natl Pk Syst (see b.)
Mgt and protn of Natl Pk Syst
Maint and rehab of phys fac





Ping, dvpt and opn of rec fac 
Grand total (see c.) , . ,
Percentage of grand total
Operation of Natl Pk Syst . . 
Planning and construction . . 
Rond Construction . . . . . .
Ping, dvpt and opn of rec fac
384,0, 254.0 +116.0
































































b. Graph) Opn of Natl Pk Syst 
(thousands of dollars)
—— - current dollars
- —  constant dollars
. Graph) Grand Total, Budget 
(thousands of dollars)
  current dollars







d. Graphs) Visitation 
(thousands)
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Admintatrationi admin npt 
Executive direction , , • 2 $ # # 1 1 1 -  1
Office .......... 3 -  3
Professional support 4 1 1 1 1 -  3
Other # # # « # # , , ,
Total...... . , 9 1 2 2 2 -  7
Visitor and resource mgt 
Professional ...... 5 6 5 5 5 0
Non-profesnlonal , , ,
Total 5 6 5 5 5 0
Skilied tradesi labor 
Skilled trades ■ • . • 3 3 3 3 3 0
lùbor • • • • * • « « ■ 1 1 1 1 1 0
Poiemen....... . . 3 2 2 2 2 -  1
Total 7 6 6 6 6 - 1
Total, permanent position: l| 21 13 13 13 13 - 8
Non-permanent
Administration; admin spt 
Executive direction . ■ 1
Office ........... 0.5 0.8 0.8 0.8 +  0.8
Profesr.lonaJ support ,
Other . , .........







+  4.0 
- 0.1
Visitor .irid rirs.ourt-u mgt 
professional . . , , ,







Total . . . . . . . 4.5 5.4 4.5 6.3 8.4 + 3.9












-  2.0 
+  1.1
Foremen ........... 0.7 0.9 -  0.7
Total . . . . . . . 12.6 11.2 11.8 10.6 11.0 -  1.6
Total, non-perm positions 1 17.1 17.1 17.1 17.7 20.2 +  3.1
Grand totals
Administration ; admin spt 1 9.0 1.5 2.8 2.8 2.8 -  6.2
Visitor and resource mgt , 1 9.5 11.4 9.5 11.3 13.4 + 3.9
Skilled trades; labor . . 1 19.6 17.2 17.8 16.6 17.0 -  2.6
All Posicione ...... ♦ 38.1 30.1 30.1 30.7 33.2 - 4.9
Percentages (̂ j
Administration; admin ^t
Visitor and resource ngt .



















Areas administered (acres 






2^39.5 1*?39.5 li939.5 lj?39.*5 2̂9 39 .’5 0
Public use  ̂thous1 see d.)
Overnight stays . . . . . .
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TABLE 2 5
WIDatTTAflY AND NON-BIIDGETAKY DATA POH MOimt l A l n l T  HP
a. Itudgetary DuLa TTTTRWST\ rptn̂ FY 70 FY 71 FY 72 FY 73 FY 74 Net rlig FY 70-74
Budget (Thous of dis. Const dis 
In paren)
Opn of Natl Pk Syst (see b.)
Mgt and protn of Natl Pk Syst
Maint and rehab of phys fac ,
Total
Ping, dvpt and opn of rec fac 























Planning and construction , . . . 












Percentage of grand total
Operation of Natl Pk Syst . , 
Planning and construction . .
Road Construction ........


















( -  30.5)
+351,6 
( -  13.1)
+525.5 











5 '/ 72 73 74
thousands thousands
b. Graph, Opn of Natl Pk Syst 
(thousands of dollars)
— current dollars 
- - - constant dollars
. Graph: Grand Total, Budget 
(thousands of dollars)
  current dollars








d. Graphs 1 Visitation 
(thousands)
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Administration) admin npt 
Executive direction .








Skilled trades; labor 
Skilled trades . .
Labor ......
Porenen . . . .
T o ta l . .  .
Total, permanent position;
Non-permanent





T..L-.1 .  . .
Visitor and rui/uirr u mgt 
Professional , ,
Non-prof essi onai
T o ta l  . . . .
Skilled trades; labor 
Skilled trader.
labor « . « . «
Foremen . . . .




Visitor and resource mgt
Skilled tradesI labor .




Administration; admin apt .
Visitor and resource mgt , ,





































































































































































































-  2.4 
-10.7  
+13.1
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TABLE 26
HURllïrABÏ AND NON-BUDGETARÏ DATA POH PeTCe NHP
TFTjTIWSTS^tn^ PY 70 FY 71 FY 72 FY 73 FY 74 Net. ohg FY 70-74
Budget (Thous of dis. Const dis 
In paren)
Opn of Natl Pk Syst (see b.)
Mgt and protn of Natl Pk Syst
Maint and rehab of phys fac
Total
Planning and construction 
Road construction ....
Ping, dvpt and opn of rec fac 
Grand total (see c.) . . .
Percentage of grand total
Operation of Natl Pk Syst . . . 
Planning and construction . . , 
Road Construction . . . . . . .

































































ÎI V 7G T \ 7I
b. GraphI Opn of Natl Pk Syst 
(thousands of dollars)






c. Graph I Grand Total, BudgetL __
(thousands of dollars)
thousands
- - - constant dollars
 — current dollars





d. Graphs: Visitation 
(thousands)
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TABUS 2 5  ""Continued
IunTTSTrptn^ FY I970 FY 1971 FY 1972 FY 197'} FY 1974 k«t chg ■ FY 70-74Personnel (nen-yearn)
Permanent





Total . , ,
Visitor and resource ngt 
Professional , ,
Non-prof esr.l ena i
Total ....

























Visitor and resource ngt ,
Skilled trades; labor
*11 Positions . . ,
Percentages {%)
Administration; admin spt
Visitor and resource ngt .
Skilled trades; labor . .
isterëTTaêrëâr*"
Federal . • 
Non-federal 
Total .
Public îSêTthôus I see d. ̂ 
Overnight stays ......


































































































































191.9 225.3 137.9 +72.0
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TABLE 27
BUDGETARY AND NON-BllDGETARy DATA FÜH Knrt-h ]jp
a . hudget,«.ry Dfvta prURTtSTVn>tn^ PY 70 PY 71 PY 7? PY 71 PY 74 Wat. ohfi FY 70-74
Budget (Thous of dis. Const dis 
in paren)
Opn of Natl Pk Syst (see b.)
Mgt and protn of Natl Pk Syst
Maint and rehab of phys fac .
Total
Planning and construction . . , ,
Road construction ...........
Ping, dvpt and opn of rec fac . , 















































Percentage of grand total
Operation of Natl Pk Syst , . . 
Planning and construction . . .
Road Construction .........


















































b. Graph I Opn of Natl Pk Syst 
(thousands of dollars)
■ ■' current dollars 





71 % 7^ ?
. Graph I Grand Total, Budget 
(thousands of dollars)
——  current dollars 





d. Graphs! Visitation 
(thousands)
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TABLE 2*^ — Continued
ran.rptn -----^  PY 1970 PY 1971 FT 1972 PY 19?'J PY I97L Uet chg FY 70-74
• 2 2 2 4 4 +  22 1 2 2 2 01 2 4 3 3 +  2
1 1 * # # # # # 1 0
6 6 8 9 10 +  4
10 10 10 10 10 0
# # # # e * # # e . . .
10 10 10 10 10 0
2 1 1 - 1
4 5 3 4 3 - 1
1 1 2 1 2 +  1
7 6 5 6 6 - 1








3.9 +  1.7
• • • # # # 0.3 0.3 +  0.3
# # * # # $ 0.8 0.8 1.0 +  1,0
2.2 4.1 4.3 4.1 5.2 +  3.0
3.5 4.2 4.1 4.4 7.1 +  3.6
1.9 1.5 2.4 3.3 4.0 +  2.1
5.4 5.7 6.5 7.7 11.1 +  5.7
1.2 # # # - 1.2
7.2 7.5 7.7 7.6 9.5 + 2.3
8.4 7.5 7.7 *7.*6 9.5 + 1,1
1* 16.0 17.3 18.5 19.4 25.8 +  9.8
■ 8.2 10.1 12.3 13.1 15.2 + 7.0
15.4 15.7 16.5 17.7 21.1 + 5,7
15.4 13.5 12.7 13.6 15.5 +  0.1
1 39.0 39.3 41.5 44.4 51.8 +12.8
21.0 25.7 29.6 29.5 29.3 + 8.3
39.5 39.9 39.8 39.9 40.8 + 1.3
ft . 39.5 34.4 30.6 30.6 29.9 — 9.6
-L 6 6 7 . 9 668 . 5 6 6 8 . 7 6 6 9 . 2 6 6 9 .2 + 1.3
L 6.1 5.5 5 . 3 4.8 4.2 - 1.9L 67kftO 6 7 4 .0 6 7 4 . 0 674.0 6 7 3 .4 - 0.6
1 1 6 . 2 5 8 .6 8 1 . 9 1 0 8 .8 132.7 +116.5
L 1 1 5 . 9 237.6 2 0 9 .5 744.7 733.9 +6 1 8 ft 0
Personnel (man-years)
Permanent




Other . . . , .
Total . , ,
Visitor and resource mgt 
Professional .
Hon-professlonai
Total . . .
Skilled trades: labor 
Skilled trades
Labor • • « « •
Porenen . . .
Total ft • •
Total, permanent position
Non-permanent





T u t; . I ft ft ft
Vlnltor and nr.oiu uo mg 
Professional .
Non-p rofes:U onai
Total ft ft ft
Skilled trades; labor 
Skilled trader.
Labor » , • ft d
Foremen ft . .




Visitor and resource ngt
Skilled trades; labor .
Ail POSiCiOM . ft ft
Percentages (%)
Administration; admin apt
Visitor and resource mgt





Overnight stays • • • ft 
Total visits ft ft ft ,
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TABLE 28 
BUDGET ARY AND NON-BUDGET AHY DATA mu
a, »Ndg0lftr,y Data
Nat. rhfi 
PY 70-7LFY 70 FY 71 FY 77 FY 73 FY 74
Budget (Thous of dis. Const dis 
In paren)
Opn of Natl Pk Syst (see b.)




671.5 818.3 +252.0 
(+ 22.9)(530. j  (589.9
886.0(886. 832.9 1035.5 (818.C +373.4 (+ 20.8)Maint and rehab of phys fac .03(708.0)
.5 1 W48. 
.63(iaN8.Q (+*43|7)
T o ta l







Î536.2;i/U9.1 S (+ 75.9)
Planning and construction
Road construction
Ping, dvpt and opn of rec fac
Grand total (see c.)
Percentage of grand total
Operation of Natl Pk Syst , 
Planning and construction .
Road Construction ......
Ping, dvpt and opn of rec fac
thousands thousands thousands
h. GraphI Opn of Natl Pk Syst 
(thousands of dollars)
current dollars 
- - - constant dollars
c. Graph! Grand Total, Budget 
(thousands of dollars)
  current dollars







^  72 " 7?" 9 'Overnight Stays
d. Graphs! Visitation 
(thousands)




Iff unxtci V rptn̂ n  j'//o n 1972 f-Y 1973 FY 1974 ~Wet chg PY 70-74
Personnel (n&n-ysarK)
Permanent
Administration! acünJn npt 
Executive direction .
Office.......   .
Professional support
Other ......
Total . . .
Visitor and resource mgt 
Professional , ,
Non-profesolonal
Total » , , ,
Skilled tradesi labor 
Skilled trades .
Labor # # * # # *
Foremen......
T Ota1 • a • a
Total, permanent position
Non-permanent
Administration; admin spt 
Executive direction
Office a a a a a a
ProfesslonaJ : iippor
Other a a a a ,
Toi.;. I . a .
Visitor .irid rcr-.onri;o n|r 
Prole: r.lonal « «
Non-prof esalonai
Total a a a a
Skilled trades; labor 
Skilled trader.
Labor ......
Foremen . . a




Visitor and resource mgt ,
Skilled trades: labor . ,
dll Posicione a a a a
Percentages (%)
Administration; admin q»t
Visitor and resource ngt ,









































































-  2 
+ 4 
-  1 
+ 1 
+10






















































































































Total visits . 1 350.02f01.1 396.1^12.3 455.8^08.4 551.8^ 86.9 511.9# 63.7 +161.9+ 462.6
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TABIÆ) 29
DUKîCTAFfï AND NON-BUDGET ANY DATA «jH Or m g A m  T a w p
a. hiidt'el.fir.v Du ta
1 "ptn fy 70 PY 71 PY 77 KÏ 71 FY 74
let chg 
PY 70-74
Budget (Thous of dis. Const dis 
in paren)
Opn of Natl Pk Syst (see b.)











( -  6.0)



























Road construction ........... 1 4,4





Ping, dvpt and opn of rec fac . . 1












Percentage of grand total
87.8 85.8 - 14.2Operation of Natl Pk Syst . . 100.0 92.4 91.4
Planning and construction , . # » # 7.6 2.1 3.2 12.6 + L2.6
Road Construction . . . . . . # # # # # e - 6.5 9.0 1.6 + 1.6
Ping, dvpt and opn of rec fac •
thousands
100

















d. Graphs: Visitation 
(thousands)
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TABLE 29 — Continued
e» Won-budgetery Data
iff uniir.iFÏ tr/0 FY 1V71 FY 1972 FY 197') FY 1974 chg PY 70-74
Personnel (nan-yearii)
Permanent





Visitor and resource ngt Professional . .
Non-profe:
Total
Skilled trades; labor Skilled trades . .
Labor...... .
Poiemen . . . .
Total . . .
Total, permanent position)
Non-permanentAdministration; admin spt Executive direction
Office # ■ • « » «
Professional r.uppo
Other . . . . . .
Tot.* I ....
Visitor and rrjr.oiiti-o ngt ProTer-rvlonal . .
Non-p rofesslonai
Total ....
Skilled trades; labor Skilled trader.
Labor . ....
Foremen ....
Total . . .
Total, non-perm positions
Grand totalsAdministration; admin spt
■ Visitor and resource mgt .
Skilled trades; labor
All Poelclona . .
Percentages {%)Administration ; admin apt
Visitor and resource mgt
Skilled trades; labor .


























































-  0.4 


















































-  0.3  
+ 1,1
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TABM! 30
Hllir.Bl'AHT AND NON-BUDGET AHY DATA M,H Juan Island MHP
a. Hiidgefciiry Diita WTtHCTBTVrptna/ FY 70 FY 71 FY 72 FY n FY 74 Net chg PY 70-74
Budget (Thous of dis. Const dis 
in paren)
Opn of Natl Pk Syst (see b.)
Mgt and protn of Natl Pk Syst




Ping, dvpt and opn of rec fao 
Grand total (see c.) . . ,
Percentage of grand total
Operation of Natl Pk Syst , . 
Planning and construction , .
Road Construction ........













































9I . 0 I + 24,6 






-  15.2 
( -  15.2)
+ 9.4 
( -  16.1)






















d. Graphs: Visitation 
(thousands)






Administration! admin spt 
Executive direction
Office . . . . . .
Professional support
Other . . , , .
Total . , .
Visitor and resource mgt 
Professional . .
Non-profear.Ionai
Total , , . ,




Total . . .
Total, permanent position!
Non-permanent





Tutu I . , .












Visitor and resource mgt




Visitor and resource mgt .
















































































































Iset chg “ 
FY 70-74



























Public üsënTüûâurr'siéë'̂ T' 
Overnight stays ....
Total vlnlts . .... 31.1 39.7 52.6 75.6 74.9 +43.8
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TABIÆ 31
iHIDGBTABY AND HON-BIIDGBTAHY DATA FCiH Situ NHP
a .  Hudgetar_y D-ila pmRtTsr'"'““’“
FY 70 FY 71 FY 7? FY 73 FY 74
Net chg 
FY 70-74
Budget (Thous of dis. Const dis 
in paren)
Opn of Natl Pk Syst'(see b.)
Mgt and protn of Natl Pk Syst
Maint and rehab of phys fac .
T o ta l
Planning and construction
Road construction
ping, dvpt and opn of rec fac . . 
Grand total (see c.) . . , , ,
Percentage of grand total
Operation of Natl Pk Syst . . « 
Planning and construction . , . 
Road Construction . . . . . . .

















































b. Graphs Opn of Natl Pk Syst 
(thousands of dollars)
———  currant dollars 
- - - constant dollars
0. Graph» Grand Total, Budget 
(thousands of dollars)
— ^  currant dollars 







d. Graphs 1 Visitation 
(thousands)
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TABLE 3^ — Continued
IPersonnel (nan-yearn)
Permanent




Other , , , , ,
Total . . .
Visitor and resource ngt 
Professional ,
Non-professional 
Total . . . .
Skilled tradest labor 
Skilled trades





Administration; admin spt 
Executive direction
Office . . . 
Professional 
Other . . . . 
Toi.., I . .
'.upport












Visitor and resource mgt «
Skilled trades; labor
All POeltlome . .
Percentages (̂ )
Administration; admin apt
Visitor and resource mgt ,
Skilled trades; labor , ,
Aeŵ 3̂nIsterR'"R̂ %̂ r̂





Pdb̂ T̂ lj8̂ 7th0usT"sê d̂ r
Overnight stays .... 


























































































































5 5 . k 32.2 41.5 35.4 53.2 - 2.2




WipmRY AND NON-BUDGETARY DATA FX)H Whlfc««n Ml galon KHS
a. Hiidgefciir,y Data t»» • . 2
V ^ t n ^  FPY 70 Pï 71t— 1_ FY 72 KY 73 FY ?4
llB t ctig
FY 70-A
Budget (Thous of dla. Const dis 
in paren)
Opn of Natl Pk Syst (see t.)
Mgt and protn of Natl Pk Syst
Maint and rehab of phys fac . 
Total ...............
fc e». I
Planning and construction . . . .
Road oonstnjcti<}n,.̂ , ̂, ...... .
Ping, dvpt and opn of rec fac . . 
Grand total (see c.) . , , . ,
Percentage of grand total
Opération of Natl Pk Syst . . 
Planning and construction . . 
Rond Construction 






































( -  8,4)
+ 10,2 
( -  2,4)
+ 21,5 
( -  10,9)
(+ 0:6)
+ 22,3 












t. Graph I Opn of Natl Pk Syst 
(thousands of dollars)
   current dollars
- - - constant dollars
72 73
thousands
c. Graph! Grand Total, Budget 
(thousands of dollars)
' current dollars 







d. Graphs! Visitation 
(thousands)
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^  FY 1970 FY 1971 PY 1972 FY 1979 FY 1974 Wet chg FY 70-74Personnel inan-vearfit 
Permanent
Adnlnistratloni admin iqit 





Visitor and resource ngt 













Total ......... 2 2 1 1 1 - 1
Skilled trades1 labor
Skilled trades • • • .
Labor # # » * # » # * « I 1 1 2 2 +  1
Total • • • ■ » « ! 1 1 1 2 2 +  1
Total, permanent position: 1 f 5 5 4 5 5 0
Non-permanent
Administration; admin spt
Office........... 0.3 0.3 0.8 0.8 0.4 +  0.1
Professional support ,
T ti l./fc 1 h , * , , , , 0.3 0.3 0.8 0.8 0.4 +  0.1
Visitor and m.ximru SKt  
Professional , . . , * 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.0 - 0.1
Non-professional . , , . . . 0.6 +  0,6
Total ......... 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.6 +  0.5
Skilled trades; labor
labor . . . . . . . . 1.2 1.3 1.4 0.4 0.3 -  0.9
Foremen ..........
Total » « » ■ • • • 1.2 1.3 1.4 0.4 0.3 - 0.9
Total, non-perm positions 1 2.6 2.7 3.3 2.3 2.3 - 0.3
Grand totals
Admlnl.-.tratlon; admin opt 1 2.3 2.3 2.8 2.8 2.4 + 0.1
Visitor and resource mgt « 
Skilled trades; labor . « 

















Administration1 admin spt 30.3 29.9 38.3 38.3 32.9 +  2.6
Visitor and resource mgt 













Areas administered (acres) 




1 9 8 9 8 9 8 9 8 98 0
Public use (thous 1 see d.') 
Overnight stays






95.1 109.1 10k.9 + 7.1
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TABLE 33
BUIT.B1-ABY AND NOK-BUDGBTAHY DATA TOM A l m m l c n  UltltB
a. Budget,;! r,y Data
If unixsj
FÏ 70 FY 71 FY 72 FY 71 PY 74 ket chg FY 70-74
Budget (Thous of dis. Const dis 
In paren)
Opn of Natl Fk Syst (see b.)
Mgt and protn of Natl Pk Syst
Maint and rehab of phys fac .
Total
Planning and construction , . . , 
Road construction . . . . . . . .
Ping, dvpt and opn of rec fac . . 
Grand total (see c.) . . . . .
Percentage of grand total
Operation of Natl Pk Syst . . 
Planning and construction . .
Road Construction ........
Ping, dvpt and opn of rec fac


















1463.1 m . i
886.1 +346.3 

































,LS' 7 72 T, 9I
thousands
2pOO
b. Graphs Opn of Natl Pk Syst 
(thousands of dollars)
— —  current dollars 
- - - constant dollars
Gr^hi Grand Total, Budget 
(thousands of dollars)
—  current dollars











d. Graphs I Visitation 
(thousands)
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Administration I adnln opt 
Executive direction
Office # # « , , ,
Professional support
Other ......
Total , , .















ToUl . . .
V is i t o r  and ruixm uxi nif;h 
Prot'ei-.r.lonal .  .
Non-prof essionai
Total ....








Visitor and resource mgt ,




Visitor and resource mgt ,
Skilled trades; labor « ,
unirptntsjFY 1970 FY 1971 FY 1972 FY 197) FY 1974 Wet chg FY 70-74
4 7 2 4 4 4 -  3
3 6 1 1 1 1 -  5
1 4 1 1 1 1 -  3
4 17 4 6 6 6 -11
4 16 12 11 10 12 -  4
Ü # # # . . .
4 16 12 11 10 12 -  4
2 5 5 5 5 6 + 1
3 4 4 3 3 4 0
3 5 4 4 4 3 -  2
4 14 13 12 12 13 -  1
4 47 29 29 28 31 -16
0 • • • # # # * » e
4 1.0 1.0 1.4 1.6 2.2 + 1.2
0 # * # * # # « • • # # # • « • # # #
0 • • • # • • # # # # # # • • • # # #
4 1.0 1.0 1.4 1.6 2.2 + 1.2
4 8.7 8.7 8.8 10.3 13.4 + 4.7
3 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.9 0.2 -  0.4
4 9.3 9.3 9.4 11.2 13.6 + 4.3
3 5.9 3.7 3.2 3.2 4.9 -  1.0
4 8.1 9.2 13.0 12.5 11.6 + 3.5
1 0.7 0.9 • • • # # # -  0.7
4 14.7 13.8 16.2 15.7 16.5 + 1.8
4 25.0 24.1 27.0 28.5 32.3 + 7.3
4 18.0 5.0 7.4 7.6 8.2 -  9.8
4 25.3 21.3 20.4 21.2 25.6 + 0.3
4 28.7 26.8 28.2 27.7 29.5 + 0.8
4 72.0 53.1 56.0 56.5 63.3 -  8.7
25.0 9.4 13.2 13.5 13.U ■=n:o”
35.1 40.1 36.4 37.5 40.4 + 5.3
39.9 50.5 50.4 49.0 46.6 + 6.7
4 7^35.3 7335.3 7335.3 7,536.8 7,536.8 + 1.5
? 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 - 0.0
It 7,535.5 7,535.5 7,535.5 7,537.0 7,537.0 + 1.5
3 U8.5 58.3 79.8 101.7 150.0 +101.5
it 128.6 139.3 203.2 439.2 506.7 +378.1
Federal . . 
Non-fsderal 
Total .
Public use (thous; see d.) 
Overnight stays ....
Total visits . . . . .
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TABIÆ 34
BUEGBfABif AND NON-BUDGETARlf DATA FOH Hl« t O r l C « l  Uttlf
1, HiidKotJiry Datn
I # BM13T
PÏ 70 FY 71 FY 72 FY 73 FY 74
H»l citlg
FY 70-7'*
Budget (Thous of dis. Const dis 
in paren)
Opn of Natl Pk Syst (see b.)
Mgt euid protn of Natl Pk Syst







Planning and construction . , . 
Road construction -.........
Ping, dvpt and opn of rec fac
Grand total (see c.)
Percentage of grand total
Operation of Natl Pk Syst . . 
Planning and construction . ,
Rond Construction « ......




































































b. Graph I Opn of Natl Pk Syst 
(thousands of dollars)
  current dollars
- - - constant dollars
thousands
950
c« Graph I Grand Total, Budget 
(thousands of dollars)
— current dollars 







l̂r~7L 72 7J 'Overnight Stays
d. Graphs: Visitation 
(thousands)
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TAB1£ 3 ^  — Continued
e. Hon-budgetary Data
uniiBi \ jcptnyfFY 1970 FY 1971 FY 1972 FY 1973 FY 1971» FY 70-74
Personnel (man-years)
Permanent





Total , . .
Visitor and resource ««t 
Professional . ,
Non-professional
Total B * » •







Foremen . # #
Total i « .
Total, permanent position:
Non-permanent




Other , . , . .





v is ito r  and riisoiii-ou mgl 
P ro fe s s io n a l ,  .
Non-professional
Total B B B a
Ski lied trades ; labor 
Skilled trader.
Labor . , , , ,
Foremen a . #




Visitor and resource mgt «
Skilled trades: labor




Visitor and resource mgt ,





"Pubîî îsî̂ thouŝ ë̂̂ 'dTT' 













































3.2 2.4 2.5 
# # #
3.5
#  # #
1.7































































































496 .2 557.5 713.2 767.6 617.1 +120.9
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TABLE 35
l)lIir.BrAftï AND «ÜM-BUDGBTAHY DATA TON IfltUffl? Jialte,
a . H iid t'e l.firy  Q ita
^ p t n ^  FÏ 70 , PY 71 KY 72 n  73 FY 74
ket chg 
PY 70-74
Budget (Millof dis. Const dis 
In paren)
Opn of Natl Pk Syst (see b.)
Mgt and protn of Natl Pk Syst LO






(2.3) (2^4) (+ 0:2)
Maint and rehab of phys fac ,LÛ (i:i) 2.7(2 .4) 3.2(2.7) 3.8(3.0) (3:2) (+ o:o)
Total....... . , 10 5.4
(5.4)
4.7 5.6 6.7 7 7 +  2.4 
(+ 0.2)(4 .4 ) (4.8) (5.3) (5.6)
















V # t 
(0 .1)
V#*
(0 .1) (0.5) (0.4)
Ping, dvpt and opn of rec fac . „
(o:%) (Î 8:1)












Percentage of grand total
Operation of Natl Pk Syst . . 

























b. Graph< Opn of Natl Pk Syst 
(thousands of dollars)
—  currant dollars
- - - constant dollars
Cl Graph: Grand Total, Budget 
(thousands of dollars)
'■il . current dollars 








d. Graphs : Visitation 
(thousands)












Administration 1 admin opt 
Executive direction . ,10 21 16 21 21 21 0
Office .......... 7 21 13 16 17 19 -  2
Professional support 5 17 12 16 17 16 -  1
Other 4 8 8 7 7 7 -  1
Total ......... IG 67 49 60 62 63 -  4
Visitor and resource mgt 
Professional...... 10 67 65 75 65 69 + 2
Total • « • • « « « 10 67 65 75 65 69 + 2
Skilled trades; labor 
Skilled trades • • • •
Labor # * # * # # * # ,
7
9
4721 4620 4820 3627 4231 -  5 +10







Total 10 100 97 0
Total, permanent position; 1( 234 211 234 214 232 -  2
Won-permanent
Administration; admin spt 
Executive direction . , C
Office 1( 10.3 12.9 11.6 8.9 9.6 -  0.7
Professional r.upport , 2 0.3 0.8 + 0.87 0.3 0.7 1.8 2.1 1.4
11.8
+ 1.1
T0I.1I . ........ 10 10.6 13.6 13.4 11.3 + 1.2
Visitor and rissoiifoo mgt 
Prorer.r.lonal......





































4 2.8 2.9 3.5 3.5 2.9 + 0.1
Total « • • ■ • • • 1( 66.2 92.2 91.2 83.6 79.6 +13.4
Total, non-perm positions 1( 139.5 175.9 176.5 168.0 170.4 +30.9
Grand totals
Administration; admin spt
Visitor and resource mgt «






























Visitor and rerource mgt .

























9,595.3 9,595. k + 0 .1
k 8.9 8 . 2 - k.9
Total ...... 1 0 9,608. U % 6 o 8 . 6 9,608.6 9,6 0 k . 2 9,603.6 - k.8
Public use /thous: see d.l
1 0 7 3 9 . 5 803.7 8 7 1 . 9 1P37.8 1110.2 +370.7
Total visits........« , 10 5^88.6 5^ 5 9 . 3 5 3 7 9 . 9 7,1 9 6 . 1 5 9 9 8 . 2 +809.6
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â -ML%BLB 36 . 










T9--- Zl jflet chg ,FY 70-74
Budget (Millof dis.' Con%t dis 
in paren)
Opn of Natl Pk Syst (see b.)
Mgt and protn of Natl Pk Syst
Maint and rehab of phys fac • .■
Total . . . . . . . . . . . .
Planning and construction  ̂ ,
Road construction . , ........
Ping, dvpt and opn of rec fac . .
Grand total (see c.) ......
Percentage of grand total
Operation of Natl Pk Syst . . 
Planning and construction . . 
Road Construction . . . . . .














































+ 1.3 (+ 0.2)




+ 1.0 ;+ 0.6)
0.6
(0.5)





(+ 0 .4 )

















b. Graph] Opn of Natl Pk Syst 
(thousands of dollars)
- ■ current dollars
- - - constant dollars
—
!' i 1
?0 71 '% 73 74
c. Graph] Grand Total, Budget 
(thousands of dollars)
I—— . current dollars 









d. Graphs] Visitation 
(thousands)
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^  PY 1970 PY 1971 PY 1972 PY 197'J PY 1974 Net chg PY 70-74PerRonnel (nan-yearKt 
Permanent
Adninlatratlont adnln npt 
























Other * * » • « « « « !  
Total




















- 1  
- 7
+  1
Total ■ « • « ■ a I17 8 6 82 92 83 87 +  1
Skilled trades1 Labor 























108Total ■ « » « • « i17 +  2
Total, permanent position: 17 283 254 278 260 279 - 4
Non-permanent
Administration; admin spt 
Executive direction . ,
Office 17 13.8 15.3 14.1 13.2 11.3 - 2.5
Professional support . 2 • ♦ # 0.3 0 . 8 + 0 . 8
Other , . ......... 2 0.3 0.7 1 . 8 2 . 1 1.4 +  1 . 1
To (.III.............. 17 14.1 16.0 15.9 15.6 13.5 « 0 . 6
Visitor and rosruircu mgt 
Prof'ess.ionul , , , , ,17 60.2 6 8 . 1 63.1 6 6 . 8 72.6 +12.4
Non-professional . , «14 18.8 19.5 25.9 25.9 24.1 +  5.3
Total 17 79.0 87.6 89.0 92.7 96.7 +17,7
Skilled trades; labor
Skilled trader. . . .1 0 18.1 2 2 .6 22.5 17.5 20.5 +  2.4
Labor 17 59.3 81.1 83.6 81.3 79.6 +20.3
S 4.0 2.9 3.5 3.5 2.9 - 1 . 1
Tot&l • • • • ■ « • 17 81.4 106.6 109.6 102.3 103.0 + 2 1 .6
Total, non-perm positions 17 174.5 2 1 0 .2 214.5 2 1 0 .6 213.2 +38.7
Grand totals
Administration; admin spt
Visitor and resource mgt >
































Visitor and resource mgt .
Skilled trades; labor , ,















+ 1 . 2  
+  1.9
Areas administered [ acres
17 9^95 .4 9701. k 9,702.7 9699.3 9,699.5 + h.l8 13.1 12 .5 11.3 9 .5 8.7 - U.5
Total 17 9 , 7 0 8 . 5 9,713.9 9,713.9 9,708.7 9,708.1 -  0 .3
Public use (thous; see d.) 11 837 .1 887.7 9I17.O 1120.6 1188.5 +351.4
17 6^78 .5 6,516.8 6^32 .9 8,lt06. 8 ]7,L38.6 +760.1
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Chief, Park Maintenance 
Conservation Program Coordinator 










Procurement & Prpty Mgmt Asst 
Procurement Officer 
Property Management Assistant 
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VISITOR Ajro RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
Professional
Area Manager
Agst Chief, Int & Res Mgmt 
Asst Chief Park Ranger 
Asst District Manager 















Resource Management Spclst 
Resource Management Tech 
Staff Park Ranger 
Staff Ranger
Supervisory Park Naturalist 
Supervisory Park Ranger 
Supervisory Park Technician
Non-Professional
Asst Fire Control Aide Supv 
Conservation Aide 
Fire Control Aide 
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Electrical System Operator 
Electrician
Engineering Eqpt Operator 
Equipment Operator 
Grader Operator 
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